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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBSURFACE GEOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF THE  
BEREA PETROLEUM SYSTEM IN EASTERN KENTUCKY 
 
 
 The Berea Sandstone is a Late Devonian, tight oil and gas reservoir that 
intertongues with the Bedford Shale in eastern Kentucky. In order to evaluate the 
Bedford-Berea interval in the subsurface, 555 well logs from the Kentucky 
Geological Survey’s oil and gas database were used to construct structure maps, 
isopach maps, and cross sections of the interval and its possible hydrocarbon 
source rocks. Gamma-ray logs were compared to known cores in order to 
separate Bedford from Berea lithologies. Maps and cross sections were 
compared to known basement structures to evaluate possible structural 
influences on the interval.  
 The Bedford-Berea interval is thickest along a north-south elongate trend 
which extends from Lewis to Pike Counties and cuts across basement structures. 
Along this trend, the interval is thickest and the percentage of Berea lithologies is 
greatest on known basement highs. The interval is thinnest and dominated by 
Bedford shales above structural lows and west of the main trend. Several wells 
are also reported in which the Bedford-Berea thickens on the down-thrown side 
of major faults. Also, in northeastern Kentucky, where the Berea is thickest, 
possible submarine channel facies are identified which cut into the underlying 
Cleveland Shale near the Waverly Arch.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Berea Sandstone has recently become an important petroleum 
reservoir in eastern Kentucky.  Historically, it has been classified as a low-
permeability, “tight” oil and gas formation.  Natural gas is produced from the 
Berea throughout eastern Kentucky, however, oil production has been limited to 
northeastern Kentucky (Harris, 2014).  The first Berea oil and gas wells were 
drilled in Ohio in the mid-nineteenth century (Bownocker, 1903; Pashin and 
Ettensohn, 1995).  Since then, development of the Berea has been extended 
across the northern and central Appalachian Basin from Pennsylvania southward 
into eastern Kentucky and western Virginia (Tomastik, 1996).  According to the 
Kentucky Geological Survey (KGS) oil and gas database, approximately 1,900 
wells producing from the Berea have been completed in eastern Kentucky. 
New petroleum industry technology has greatly enhanced oil and gas 
production in tight reservoirs.  The 1980’s saw the advent of hydraulic fracturing 
of horizontally drilled wells.  Hydraulic fracturing is a well-stimulation technique 
using water, chemicals, and sand to prop open fractures to allow the flow of oil 
and/or gas into the wellbore (http://energy.wilkes.edu/pages/156.asp).  In the 
past five years, horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have dramatically 
increased oil production in the Berea in northeastern Kentucky, which has 
renewed interest in the Berea oil play. 
Although there has been significant research on the Berea (Pepper et al., 
1954; Elam, 1981; Potter et al., 1983; Ettensohn and Elam, 1985; Balthazor, 
1991; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1995; Tomastik, 1996; Milici and Swezey, 
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2006; Greb et al., 2012), there remain questions about the unit’s distribution and 
potential structural influences, which are important for current and future 
development of the Berea oil play in Kentucky.  These questions should be 
answered relative to the larger Berea petroleum system. 
A petroleum system consists of (1) the generation of hydrocarbons in a 
mature source rock; (2) a reservoir rock where the hydrocarbons can 
accumulate; (3) a migration pathway between the two; (4) a trapping mechanism; 
and (5) a seal rock to prevent further migration out of the system (Selley and 
Sonnenberg, 2014).  The Berea petroleum system would include the organic-rich 
shales of the Sunbury Shale above and/or the Ohio Shale below as potential 
source rocks; the Berea reservoir; and the overlying Sunbury Shale as the seal.  
The migration pathway would likely include movement of hydrocarbons along 
faults and fractures into the Berea reservoirs.  Numerous faults in the study area 
may have acted as migration paths for hydrocarbons.  The Berea Consortium 
Project, an industry cooperative project with the Kentucky Geological Survey, is 
currently ongoing to determine and type the Berea source.  This thesis is not a 
petroleum system analysis, in which reservoir and source rock properties are 
evaluated, but rather a subsurface analysis of regional geologic trends in the 
units that comprise the overall Berea petroleum system.  Some of the data from 
this thesis will be included as part of the Berea Consortium project. 
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Study Location 
  The study area is focused in 29 counties in eastern Kentucky bounded to 
the west by the outcrop belt of Devonian strata and the Kentucky border to the 
north, east, and southeast (Fig. 1.1).  Geophysical well log data from bordering 
counties in southeastern Ohio and western West Virginia, just outside of the 
study area, were used to correlate into eastern Kentucky and limit edge effects 
within the study area during computer mapping. 
Figure 1.1. Study area includes 29 counties in eastern Kentucky shown in red, 
bounded to the west-northwest by the Devonian outcrop belt, shown in brown, 
and the Kentucky border to the north, east, and southeast. 
 
 
Stratigraphy 
 The Berea Sandstone, and its likely petroleum system, includes the 
stratigraphic interval from the top of the Upper Devonian Olentangy Shale, to the 
top of the Lower Mississippian Sunbury Shale (Fig. 1.2, 1.3) 
 
 
20 miles 
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Figure 1.2.  Stratigraphic sequence in eastern Kentucky (from Kentucky 
Geological Survey unpublished stratigraphic chart). Gray areas represent 
missing section from erosion or non-deposition. 
 
Upper Olentangy Shale 
 The Upper Olentangy Shale (Fig. 1.2) was named by N. H. Winchell in 
1874 for units of blue shale exposed along the banks of the Olentangy River in 
Delaware County, Ohio (Lamborn, 1927).  In eastern Kentucky, the Upper 
Olentangy Shale conformably overlies the Rhinestreet Shale (Fig. 1.2).  Regional 
correlations have shown that there are Upper and Lower Members of the 
Olentangy Shale.  The Upper Olentangy Shale correlates into eastern Kentucky 
(Roen et al., 1978; deWitt et al., 1993).  In eastern Kentucky, Foerste and Morse 
(1912) identified a blue shale in Fleming and Bath Counties at the base of the 
Ohio Shale, suggesting this unit to be a continuation of the Olentangy Shale of 
Ohio.  (Figs. 1.2, 1.3).  Ettensohn et al., (1988) describe the Upper Olentangy 
outcrop in north central Rowan County as a green-gray shale with local 
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interbedded dolomitic mudstones, calcareous lenses and concretions.  The 
Olentangy Shale is inches to 100 ft thick, thinning westward toward the Cincinnati 
Arch and thickening eastward into West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New 
York (Lamborn, 1927; Schwietering; 1979; de Witt et al., 1993, Boswell, 1996, 
Ettensohn et al., 1988).  
 
 
Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of the distribution of Middle Devonian to Early 
Mississippian black shales in eastern West Virginia to south-central Kentucky.    
Note intertonguing of the westward prograding shale units (white) into black 
shales (shaded).  In particular, note the interval from the base of the Lower 
Huron to the top of the Sunbury Shale in Kentucky, the interval in this study (from 
Boswell, 1996, modified from Ettensohn et al., 1988).  
 
Ohio Shale 
The Ohio Shale was first named the “Ohio Slate” by Andrews in 1869 and 
later renamed the Ohio Shale by Shaler in 1877, for the carbonaceous, black 
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shale unit exposed in southern Ohio.  In eastern Kentucky, the Ohio Shale 
conformably overlies the Upper Olentangy Shale (Fig. 1.2).  The Ohio Shale 
includes two black shale members, the Huron Member, at the base, and the  
Cleveland Member, at the top.  The two members are separated by a non-
organic, siliciclastic facies of the Chagrin or Chemung Formation of West 
Virginia, called the Three Lick Bed in Kentucky.  The Huron Member is further 
subdivided into the lower, middle, and upper Huron Members (Fig. 1.2, 1.3) in 
eastern Kentucky (Provo et al., 1977; Schwietering, 1979; Ettensohn et al., 1988; 
Boswell, 1996). 
Descriptions of the Ohio Shale and its regional correlations can be found 
in Ettensohn et al., (1988), de Witt et al., (1993), and Boswell (1996).  Isopach 
and structure maps of the Ohio Shale are provided in Schwalb and Potter (1978), 
and Potter et al., (1982). Dillman and Ettensohn (1980a–o) provided isopach and 
structure maps of individual members of the Ohio Shale in eastern Kentucky 
based on a combination of drillers’ logs tops and geophysical log correlations.  
 
Huron Member, Ohio Shale 
The Huron Member of the Ohio Shale conformably overlies the Upper 
Olentangy Shale (Figs. 1.2, 1.3) (Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993; 
Boswell, 1996).  The Huron is a grayish-black to brownish-black to greenish-
black to black, organic-rich shale with interbedded calcareous laminae, cone-in-
cone limestone, dolomite, dolomitic gray shales, and bioturbated greenish-gray 
shales (Hoover, 1960; Robl et al., 1983; Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt Jr. et a., 
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1993).  In eastern Kentucky, the Huron Member is divided into three facies, the 
lower, middle, and upper Huron, based on their gamma-ray log signatures 
(Provo, 1977; Ettensohn et al., 1979; Ettensohn et al., 1988).  The lower and 
upper Huron are organic-rich, high-gamma ray intervals. The middle Huron is still 
a black shale, but less organic-rich than the upper and lower Huron. It has a 
significantly lower gamma-ray signature.  The middle Huron is essentially an 
eastward-thickening tongue of Chemung Formation to the east (Fig. 1.3; Roen, 
1980, 1983; Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993). Of the two organic-rich 
members, the upper Huron is less radioactive than the lower Huron (Negus-de 
Wys and Renton, 1980).  
Overall, the Huron Member ranges in thickness from 2 ft to greater than 
820 ft, thickening eastward (McFarlan, 1943; Ettensohn et al., 1988; deWitt et al., 
1993; Boswell, 1996).  The shale is a major natural gas producer in eastern 
Kentucky (McFarlan, 1943; Thomas, 1951; Roen and deWitt, 1984; Hamilton-
Smith, 1993; Boswell, 1996; Millici and Sweezey, 2006) and also a possible 
source rock for gas and oil in the Berea Sandstone (Cole et al, 1987; Millici and 
Sweezey, 2006). 
 
Three Lick Bed, Ohio Shale 
 The Three Lick Bed was named by Provo et al., in 1977 for Three Lick 
Branch Creek in Rowan County, Kentucky.  The Three Lick bed conformably 
overlies the Huron Shale Member (Figs. 1.2, 1.3) (Provo et al., 1977; Ettensohn 
et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993; Boswell, 1996).  Provo et al., (1977) described 
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the Three Lick Bed in eastern Kentucky as three greenish-gray shale beds 
intertonguing with brownish-black shale.  It is a relatively thin member of the Ohio 
Shale, ranging from a few inches to 130 ft thick in eastern Kentucky (Provo et al., 
1977; Ettensohn et al., 1988). Similar to the middle Huron Shale Member, the 
Three Lick Bed represents a westward-thinning tongue of the Chemung 
Formation (Provo et al., 1977; Schwietering, 1979; Ettensohn et al., 1988). 
 
Cleveland Member, Ohio Shale 
 The Cleveland Member conformably overlies the Three Lick bed (Figs. 
1.2, 1.3) (Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993; Boswell, 1996).  It was 
named by Newberry in 1869 for part of the Ohio Shale in Ohio.  The Cleveland is 
predominantly an organic-rich, fissile, laminated, brownish-black to black shale 
with minor amounts of cone-in-cone limestone and calcareous laminae (Hoover, 
1960; Schwietering, 1979; Robl, 1983; Ettensohn et al., 1988).  Rimmer et al. 
(2004) separated an upper and lower Cleveland based on an overall decrease in 
organic carbon in the lower portion of the Cleveland.  The Cleveland ranges from 
approximately 5 ft to 147 ft, thinning westward toward the Cincinnati Arch and 
thickening eastward into the basin (Ettensohn et al., 1988). 
 
Bedford Shale 
The Bedford Shale conformably overlies the Cleveland Member of the 
Ohio Shale (Figs. 1.2, 1.3) (Elam, 1981; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1995; 
Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993; Boswell, 1996).  The Bedford was 
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named by Newberry in 1870 for exposures in northern Ohio.  In eastern 
Kentucky, the Bedford is absent in some areas and is as much as 85 ft thick 
elsewhere.  It is a gray to greenish-gray silty shale, with very thin interbedded 
sandstone and siltstone beds, calcareous concretions, and pyritic nodules 
(McDowell, 1986).     
The Bedford is mapped as a separate unit along part of its outcrop, but is 
also mapped together with the overlying Berea Sandstone as an undifferentiated 
Bedford-Berea interval in parts of eastern Kentucky (Fig. 1.4, 1.5) (e.g., Morris, 
1965; Ettensohn and Elam, 1985; McDowell et al., 1981; McDowell, 1986).  
Based on outcrop, core, and gamma-ray data from geophysical well logs, Elam 
(1981) described two Bedford facies, a gray Bedford shale and a black Bedford 
shale (Figs. 1.4, 1.6).  The typical gray Bedford shales were reported as having 
higher gamma-ray readings on subsurface gamma-ray logs than the Borden 
shales above, but lower gamma-ray than the Sunbury and Cleveland shales.  
The more organic-rich, black Bedford shales have higher gamma than the gray 
Bedford shales, but less gamma-ray than the Sunbury (Elam, 1981).  Ettensohn 
and Elam (1985) mapped the general location of Bedford facies in eastern 
Kentucky (Fig. 1.6).  That map is divided into the (1) Bedford-Berea delta front, 
which is the inferred limit of Berea siltstones (compare to Fig. 1.4), (2) Bedford 
gray shales, and (3) downdip “black” Bedford shale equivalents (Fig 1.6).  This 
map needs to be updated with data from additional drilling and modern 
geophysical log suites used since Elam’s study. 
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Figure 1.4. Map showing the 
distribution of the black Bedford 
shale, gray Bedford shale and Berea 
siltstones (from Ettensohn et al., 
1988, Fig. 17, p. 335). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5.  Left: Location of cores and outcrops examined by Elam (1981).  
Right: Black Bedford shale distribution in eastern Kentucky and extent of 
Devonian outcrop belt (dashed line) (from Elam, 1981, Fig. 2, p. 10, Fig. 9, p. 
46). 
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Figure 1.6.  Map showing the distribution of black Bedford shale, gray Bedford 
shale and the black shale outcrop belt (dotted line). The 80 ft isopach marks the 
interpreted edge of the Bedford-Berea delta front. (from Ettensohn and Elam, 
1985, Fig. 2, p. 1314). 
 
Berea Sandstone 
 The Berea Sandstone conformably overlies and intertongues with the 
Bedford Shale (Figs. 1.2, 1.3) (Elam, 1981; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1995; 
Ettensohn et al., 1988; de Witt et al., 1993; Boswell, 1996). The Berea 
Sandstone was named by Newberry in 1870 for exposures in northern Ohio.  The 
Berea Sandstone (or Berea Formation) is absent in some areas and as much as 
235 feet thick elsewhere.  It consists of a light gray siltstone to very fine grained 
sandstone. In its outcrop area near Garrison, Kentucky, it is a thick, fine-grained 
sandstone to coarse siltstone, which appears like a sandstone, with interbedded 
siltstones and shales (Pashin, 1990; Potter et al., 1991).  In the subsurface, 
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however, it is generally a coarse siltstone rather than a sandstone (Elam, 1981; 
Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987).   
The Berea overlies and is interbedded with the Bedford Shale (Fig. 1.7).  
Both units are exposed in outcrop in northeastern Kentucky, but as mentioned 
previously, are sometimes mapped together as undivided Berea-Bedford.  In the 
subsurface, the interval is much more extensive, but again, the Bedford Shale 
and the Berea Sandstone are typically undifferentiated in subsurface log 
correlations.  A better differentiation of the Berea Sandstone from the Bedford 
Shale would be a useful tool for future development of the Berea oil play. 
Collaborative mapping efforts of the U. S. Geological Survey and the 
Kentucky Geological Survey found that the Berea Sandstone could be divided 
into two distinct tongues in Lewis County, Kentucky.  The upper and lower 
tongues of the Berea Sandstone are separated by, and underlain by Bedford 
shales (Morris and Pierce, 1967; McDowell, 1986; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987). 
An “upper” and “lower” Berea reservoir are also sometimes reported in the 
subsurface of eastern Kentucky.  Southward along the outcrop belt, and in the 
subsurface, the Berea is generally interpreted as pinching out into the Bedford 
Formation (Fig. 1.4, 1.5, 1.7) (Elam, 1981; Ettensohn and Elam, 1985; Ettensohn 
et al., 1988; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1995), although details concerning the 
nature and location of the pinchout are only schematically inferred in many 
previous publications. 
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Figure 1.7.  Schematic diagram showing the stratigraphic relationships of the 
Bedford-Berea interval across the Appalachian Basin.  Note in Kentucky, the 
intertonguing of the Bedford and the Berea bounded by the black shales of the 
Sunbury Shale above and the Cleveland Member of the Ohio Shale below (from 
Pashin and Ettensohn, 1995, Fig. 1, p.3). 
 
Outcrop and core descriptions of the Berea Sandstone in Kentucky are 
provided in Elam (1981),Pashin (1990); Potter et al. (1991), and Pashin and 
Ettensohn (1987). Pepper et al. (1954) constructed a regional map of the Berea 
from subsurface well data in Kentucky (Figure 1.8).  The map shows an elongate 
north to south thickening sandstone and siltstone with variable thickness.  
Because the thickness was far greater than in surrounding states, Pepper et al., 
(1954) concluded the Bedford to comprise the majority of the Bedford-Berea 
interval in eastern Kentucky.  Ettensohn and Elam (1985) and Ettensohn et al., 
(1988) mapped the Bedford-Berea delta front (Fig. 1.4, 1.6).  These maps show a 
general transition from siltstones, which were interpreted as deposited above a 
pycnocline in aerobic conditions; to gray shales, which were deposited near the 
pycnocline in dysaerobic conditions; to black shales, which were deposited below 
the pycnocline in anaerobic conditions (Ettensohn and Elam, 1985; Ettensohn et 
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al., 1988).  They generally summarize the undifferentiated Berea-Bedford 
interval, rather than the Berea Sandstone itself.  Maps of the Berea in eastern 
Kentucky also need to be updated with data from additional drilling and modern 
geophysical log suites that have been drilled in the last 30 years. 
 The Bedford-Berea interval used to be considered latest Devonian to Early 
Mississippian (Rice, 1979) because it contained few diagnostic fossils for more 
specific age determination.  Invertebrate fossils in the Bedford Shale were first 
recognized by Herrick (1988).  Further studies of the Bedford fauna (Herrick, 
1893; Prosser, 1912; Cushing, et al., 1931; Hyde, 1953; Hoover, 1960) and 
specifically the recognition of the Spathognathodus anteposicornis conodont 
(Oliver et al., 1967), placed the Bedford in the Late Devonian.  The Bedford and 
Berea were subsequently placed wholly within the latest Devonian (Famennian 
age) based on palynology (Eames, 1974; Molyneaux et al., 1984; Coleman and 
Clayton, 1987). 
 
Sunbury Shale 
 The Sunbury was named by Hicks in 1878 for black shale exposures 
along Rattlesnake Creek in Sunbury, Delaware County, Ohio.  The Sunbury 
Shale conformably, but sharply overlies the Berea Sandstone, or where the 
Berea is missing, the Bedford Formation.  Pepper et al. (1954) and de Witt et al. 
(1993) reported that the Bedford and Berea thinned and pinched out westward 
into Powell and Estill Counties, Kentucky, placing the Sunbury Shale directly 
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Figure 1.8.  Isopach of the Berea showing an elongate north-northwest to south-
southeast trend of variable thickness (orange/red shading on the 60 ft contour 
line) (from Pepper et al., 1954, plate-01). 
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the Cleveland Member of the Ohio Shale (Fig. 1.2, 1.3).  Based on gamma-ray 
signatures in well logs, however, Ettensohn and Elam (1985) were able to Shale 
Member, rather than placing the black Bedford shale in the Cleveland.  
The Sunbury Shale is relatively thin with a maximum thickness of 60 ft.  As 
with the underlying Devonian organic-rich shales, it thins toward the Cincinnati 
Arch and thickens eastward into the basin (Pepper et al., 1954; Elam, 1981, 
Ettensohn et al., 1988).  The Sunbury consists of brownish-black to black, 
organic-rich, fissile shale with a characteristic pyritic basal lag zone.  As a black 
shale adjacent to the Berea Sandstone, it is a possible source and seal for Berea 
reservoirs.  The base of the Mississippian (Kinderhookian) is currently placed at 
the base of the Sunbury Shale because of the presence of the Siphonodella 
fauna (de Witt, 1970, Coleman and Clayton, 1987). 
 
Major Geologic Structures of Eastern Kentucky 
 Pashin and Ettensohn (1995) inferred structural influences on the Bedford-
Berea interval across the general positions of the northern and southern 
boundaries of the Rome Trough, the Waverly Arch, and a fault along the Ohio 
River they termed the Vanceburg-Ironton Fault.  In order to test possible, 
structural influences on the Berea petroleum system, thicknesses of the Ohio 
Shale, Bedford-Berea interval, and Sunbury Shale need to be compared to the 
most up-to-date basement structure interpretations for eastern Kentucky.  A 
summary of the principal basement structures (Fig. 1.9) follows. 
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Appalachian Basin 
Eastern Kentucky lies in the western portion of the central Appalachian 
Basin.  The Appalachian Basin is a foreland basin (Price and Hatcher, 1983; 
Quinlan and Beaumont, 1984; Tankard, 1986) and can be divided into two 
structural provinces separated by the Allengheny Front.  The Pine Mountain 
overthrust, along the southeast border of Kentucky, marks the westward extent of 
the Allegheny Front.  The thrust fault is an Alleghenian (late Pennsylvanian-
Permian) structure, so presumably represents post Bedford-Berea offset.  East of 
the Allengheny Front is a fold-and-thrust province, which includes the 
Cumberland thrust sheet of southeastern Kentucky.  West of the Allengheny 
Front is the Appalachian Plateaus, which include the Cumberland Plateau in 
Kentucky and Tennessee (McDowell, 1986). 
 
Rome Trough 
 The Rome Trough (Fig. 1.9) aulacogen was formed during late Cambrian 
rifting of the North American continent (Harris, 1975; McGuire and Howell, 1963).  
It is a northeast-southwest-trending structure, extending from Pennsylvania, 
through West Virginia and eastern Kentucky, taking a southward bend in Laurel 
County, Kentucky to the Tennessee-Kentucky state line.  In eastern Kentucky it 
is bounded to the north by the Kentucky River Fault System, to the south by the 
Rockcastle River and Warfield Fault Systems, and to the west by the Lexington 
Fault System (Ammerman and Keller, 1979; Drahovzal and Noger, 1995; Harris, 
1975; McGuire and Howell, 1963).  The Rome Trough is asymmetrical with 
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Figure 1.9. Tectonic structures in eastern Kentucky showing major faults (in red), 
the Rome Trough (shaded in green) and the Floyd County Channel (shaded in 
green)(modified from Drahovzal and Noger, 1995, and Patchen et al., 2006). 
Tectonic Structures 
 
DS       D’Invilliers Structure 
FCC     Floyd County Channel 
IPCFS  Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System 
KRFS   Kentucky River Fault System 
PCU     Paint Creek Uplift 
PMTF   Pine Mountain Thrust Fault 
RRFS   Rockcastle River Fault System 
WAF     Waverly Arch (inferred) 
WF       Warfield Fault 
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greater throws along the northern boundary, compared to the southern boundary 
(Ammerman and Keller, 1979).  The Floyd County Channel a north-south 
embayment of the Rome Trough, separates the Rockcastle River Fault from the 
Warfield Fault (shaded area between the Pike County and Perry County uplifts in 
Fig. 1.9).  The Perry County and Pike County Uplifts are basement structural 
highs on either side of the Floyd County Channel (Fig. 1.9) (Ammerman and 
Keller, 1979; Drahovzal and Noger, 1995; Patchen et al., 2006). 
 
Kentucky River Fault System 
The Kentucky River Fault System (KRFS in Fig. 1.9) is rooted in 
Precambrian basement.  It extends from the Lexington Fault System, east to 
northeast, through eastern Kentucky and into West Virginia.  Some of the faults 
in this system have surface expressions.  Overall, the system is a series of 
normal faults with down-to-the-south displacement varying from 500 to 2,700 ft 
(Drahovzal and Noger, 1995; Harris et al., 2004). Greatest movement occurred in 
the Cambrian with reactivation along fault structures occurring through the post-
Middle Pennsylvanian (Greb et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2004).   
 
Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System 
The Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System (IPCFS in Fig. 1.9) is rooted in the 
Precambrian and it also has local surface expression.  The Irvine-Paint Creek 
Fault System extends east from the Lexington Fault System approximately 
parallel to and 20 miles south of the Kentucky River Fault System.  The greatest 
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fault movement occurred in the Cambrian with reactivation along fault structures 
into the Pennsylvanian (Dever, 1977; Greb et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2004).  
These high-angle, normal faults displace down-to-the-south with offsets ranging 
from 300 to 5,000 feet (Drahovzal and Noger, 1995; Greb et al., 2002; White and 
Drahovzal, 2002; Harris et al., 2004). 
 
Rockcastle River and Warfield Fault Systems  
The Rockcastle River and Warfield Fault Systems (RRFS and WFS in Fig. 
1.9) are down-to-the-north normal faults with as much as 4,000 ft of Precambrian 
basement offset (Patchen et al., 2006).  They define the southern boundary of 
the Rome Trough and are separated by the Floyd County Channel (Ammerman 
and Keller, 1979; Drahovzal and Noger, 1995; Gao et al., 2000; Patchen et al., 
2006). 
 
Floyd County Channel Faults 
 Two prominent, parallel, north-south oriented normal faults occur south of 
the Rockcastle River Fault forming the boundaries of the Floyd County Channel 
(Fig. 1.9).  The west-bounding fault of the Floyd County Channel described by 
Drahovzal and Noger (1995) strikes slightly southwest-northeast through Harlan 
and Letcher Counties, Kentucky, then makes a northward bend in Knott County. 
This fault is not included by Patchen et al. (2006) basement fault map in eastern 
Kentucky, but was included for comparison in this thesis study.  The east-
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bounding fault of the Floyd County Channel runs north/south through Pike and 
Floyd Counties.   
 
Paint Creek Uplift 
North of the Floyd County Channel and extending through Floyd, 
Magoffin, Johnson, Morgan, Elliott, and Lawrence Counties is the prominent 
Paint Creek Uplift (PCU in Fig. 1.9).  The uplift is a prominent arch or dome at the 
surface (Lee, 1980).  Work by Jillson (1921), McFarlan (1943), and Lee (1980) 
suggests it existed from the Middle Silurian through Pennsylvanian and is rooted 
in basement strata.  Although not definitive, the surface expression of the Paint 
Creek Uplift is presumed to be related to north-south trending basement faults 
(Hudnall and Browning, 1924; Drahovzal and Noger, 1995). 
 
D’Invilliers Structure 
The D’Invilliers Structure is a possible anticline-, which originates in West 
Virginia, strikes southwestwardly through eastern Pike County, Kentucky, and 
terminates at Pine Mountain (Fig. 1.9).  Lee (1980) interpreted basement faulting 
beneath the D’Invilliers Structure.  An additional strike-slip fault, called the 
Pikeville Fault (not shown in Fig. 1.9), strikes perpendicular to the D’Invilliers 
Structure in Pike County, and is interpreted as a post-anticlinal fault (Lee, 1980).  
The D’Invilliers Structure is not included on the Patchen et al., (2006) basement 
fault coverage in eastern Kentucky, but is shown as a strike-slip basement fault 
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on Drahovzal and Noger’s (1995) basement map, so is included for comparison 
in this study. 
 
Waverly Arch 
 The Waverly Arch of Woodward (1961) is a north-south trending structure 
in northeastern Kentucky, which continues northward into Ohio.  The strike of the 
arch was defined by thinning of the Knox Group (Middle Ordovician) beneath the 
upper Knox unconformity surface (e.g., Woodward, 1961; Cable and Beardsley, 
1984; Greb and Solis, 2009).  The arch is less apparent in younger strata, but it 
is inferred to have been reactivated in the Late Mississippian (Dever et al., 1977; 
Ettensohn, 1980; Ettensohn, 1992), and Pennsylvanian (Tankard, 1986).  More 
significant to the present study, Tankard (1986) suggested uplift along the arch 
as the cause for shoaling of the Berea Sandstone in northeastern Kentucky. 
 Ettensohn (1980), Pashin (1990), and Pashin and Ettensohn (1987, 1995) 
show the Waverly Arch as rooted in basement faults, with down-to-the-west 
displacement, however no basement faults along the trend are shown on 
Precambrian basement maps of Drahovzal and Noger (1995), Baranoski (2002), 
or Patchen et al., (2006).  For this study, the arch is not shown as a basement 
fault.  Also, although the arch is generally shown as a north-south-oriented 
structure near the Lewis and Greenup County borders, the actual position of the 
arch varies significantly in different publications (e.g., Woodward, 1961; 
Ettensohn, 1980; Cable and Beardsley, 1984; Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987).  The 
position of the arch may have changed through time from as far east as West 
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Virginia to as far west as the Cincinnati Arch (Cable and Beardsley, 1984).  This 
movement has been interpreted as a migrating forebulge of the Appalachian 
orogeny (Tankard, 1986; Beaumont et al., 1987).  For the purposes of this study, 
the position of the Waverly Arch as shown by Ettensohn (1980) and Tankard 
(1986) is included in the tectonic map of the study area (Fig. 1.9). 
 
Vanceburg-Ironton Fault 
 Pashin (1990) and Pashin and Ettensohn (1987, 1995) showed a down-to-
the-south fault along the Ohio River, which they called the Vanceburg-Ironton 
Fault.  This fault was inferred based on possible changes in thickness in the 
Bedford-Berea interval.  None of the previously referenced Precambrian 
basement maps, however, show this structure, so it is not included herein.  
Seismic lines through part of the area on Baranoski’s (2002) basement map of 
Ohio show slight kinks in the Precambrian surface near Ironton, Ohio, but not a 
fault.   
 
Bedford-Berea Depositional Model 
The Bedford-Berea interval was deposited on the western edge of the 
Appalachian Basin during a time of prograding deltas.  The Berea Sandstone has 
been regionally interpreted as fluvial-deltaic, coastal, and marine sandstones, 
with deltas to the north and east in northern Ohio, Pennsylvania and West 
Virginia, and marine facies to the east and southeast (Tomastik, 1996; Peppers 
et al., 1954).  In eastern Kentucky, Peppers et al., (1954) suggested the majority 
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of the sediment source for the Bedford-Berea was derived from the north and 
east.  Fine sands, silts, and muds were deposited along a shoreline just east of 
the present-day Kentucky-West Virginia border.  Waves and currents then 
reworked and transported these sediments further into the basin, now present-
day eastern Kentucky (Pepper et al., 1954).  Pashin and Ettensohn (1987, 1992, 
1995) inferred that in southern Ohio and northeastern Kentucky, the Berea was 
deposited on a platform margin as storm-dominated shelf sands derived from the 
erosion of Catskill sediments to the east (Fig. 1.10).  Finer grained sediments 
represented by the Bedford Shales prograded into deeper basinal waters 
westward and presumably southward.  Pashin and Ettensohn (1987) further 
subdivided the shelf-to-slope-to-basin depositional model as storm-dominated, 
silty shelf environments, storm-dominated upper slope environments with 
hummocky bedding, dysaerobic, mud deposition in lower slope environments 
with episodic influx of turbiditic silt, and anaerobic, pelagic sediment deposited in 
basin environments.  In their model, steep slope gradients from active faulting 
contributed to turbidite deposition, but with continued progradation of sediment, 
slope gradients decreased (Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1992, 1995).   
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Figure 1.10. Depositional model of the Bedford-Berea interval in eastern 
Kentucky (modified slightly from Pashin and Ettensohn, 1995, Fig. 49, p. 50). 
 
 
Project Objectives 
Recent increases in petroleum activity in the Berea Formation have led to 
renewed interest in Berea reservoirs and several questions regarding its overall 
petroleum system in eastern Kentucky.  In light of past suggestions of structural 
influences on the Bedford-Berea interval (Pashin and Ettensohn, 1987, 1992, 
1995); Tankard, 1986), more work is needed to test structural influences on the 
Berea and its petroleum system. 
 The purpose of this study is twofold:  First, to test the hypotheses of 
structural control on the Berea petroleum system, by comparing updated 
structure maps, isopach maps, and cross sections of the Bedford-Berea interval, 
Sunbury Shale, and Ohio Shale to the most up-to-date basement structure 
coverage.  Second, to attempt to differentiate the Berea Sandstone from the 
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Bedford Shale in the Bedford-Berea interval in order to provide needed 
information on the limits of potential reservoirs to the emerging Berea oil play. 
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DATA 
 
To test the hypotheses of structural control on the Berea petroleum 
system and to generate a map and cross sections of the Berea Formation 
separate from the Bedford Formation, well data from the Kentucky Geological 
Survey’s oil and gas data base were imported into PETRA® software.  PETRA® is 
a geological data management system which integrates geological analysis and 
interpretation through the mapping, cross sections, seismic interpretations, log 
plots, cross plots, production and reservoir analysis and 3D visualization 
(https://www.ihs.com).  In all, 555 geophysical well logs from the Kentucky 
Geological Survey oil and gas database were used to construct structure maps, 
isopach maps, and cross sections (Fig. 2.1).  A list of all of the wells used is 
shown in Appendix A.  Appendix B is a list of wells used for the cross sections.  
Twenty-one additional well logs from neighboring Ohio and West Virginia were 
used to aid in correlations across the Kentucky border and to provide some 
buffer to limit edge effects from software contouring in the study area of eastern 
Kentucky.   
Petra® base layers for states (KY, OH, and WV), counties, surface faults 
and the Devonian outcrop belt were obtained from the Kentucky Geological 
Survey’s oil and gas database and used to analyze data and for presentation of 
results.  A fault trace map, constructed for regional subsurface studies by the 
Kentucky Geological Survey and surrounding state geological surveys (Patchen 
et al.,2006), was used for comparison to isopach maps and cross sections.  It 
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represents the most-up-to-date base map for basement faulting in eastern 
Kentucky.  In addition to the faults shown on this map, two additional faults 
described by Drahovzal and Niger (1995) along the margins of the Floyd County 
Channel and the D’Invilliers Structure in Pike County, were included on the fault 
map.  Also, the location of the inferred Waverly Arch as shown by Ettensohn 
(1980) and Tankard (1995) was added to the fault map (Fig. 2.2).  Other data 
included cores, core descriptions, and outcrop data used to aid in correlations.  
Six cores (five from the Kentucky Geological Survey Core Library and one from 
Ohio Geological Survey) were used in this study.  One core was described by 
Potter (1982) and Greb (personal communication), three core descriptions were 
provided by Greb (personal communication), and two cores were described as 
part of this study.  Outcrop locations and descriptions by Elam (1981) and 
Ettensohn and Elam (1985) were used for reference in this study.  A description 
of the cores described in this study is in Appendix C. 
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Figure 2.1. Location of 555 geophysical well logs in eastern Kentucky, 
southeastern Ohio, and western West Virginia used for subsurface mapping and 
analysis.  
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Tectonic Structures 
Primary faults shown in bold 
 
DS       D’Invilliers Structure 
FCC     Floyd County Channel 
IPCFS  Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System 
KRFS   Kentucky River Fault System 
PMTF   Pine Mountain Thrust Fault 
RRFS   Rockcastle River Fault System 
WA     Waverly Arch (inferred) 
WF       Warfield Fault 
Figure 2.2. Basement faults 
of eastern Kentucky and 
West Virginia used in faulted 
grid interpretations.  Faults in 
red are described by Patchen 
and others (2006).  Faults in 
blue are described by 
Drahovzal and Noger (1995). 
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METHODS 
 
Geophysical Electric Logs and Stratigraphic Tops 
Stratigraphic tops were picked on 555 logs from the KGS oil and gas 
database using the typical logs shown in Figure 3.1A.  Stratigraphic tops were 
correlated according to Kentucky Geological Survey protocols based mostly on 
previous work by Provo et al., (1977), Roen and de Witt (1984), de Witt et al., 
(1993), and Boswell (1996).  The following sections describe how stratigraphic 
tops were picked for the Bedford-Berea interval, five members of the Ohio Shale 
(Cleveland, Three Lick Bed, upper/middle/lower Huron) and the Olentangy Shale. 
 
Olentangy Shale 
 The top of the Olentangy Shale is the base of the Ohio Shale.  The 
Olentangy Shale is siltier than the Ohio Shale, and not organic rich, so is easily 
identified on formation density and gamma ray logs beneath the Lower Huron 
Shale Member.  The top of the Olentangy Shale is picked on the bottom of the 
Lower Huron where there is a sharp decrease in gamma-ray values 
approximately equivalent to gamma-ray values of the Three Lick Bed; a sharp 
increase in formation density, and a sharp decrease in resistivity (Figure 3.1A) 
(Baranoski and Riley, 2013). 
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Figure 3.1. Typical geophysical logs of the study interval showing characteristic 
stratigraphic tops. (A) Log of typical stratigraphic interval. Depths are from -853 ft 
to -1,312 ft subsea elevation. (B) Gamma-ray log, resistivity log, and formation 
density log from the far eastern part of the study area where Chemung (Chagrin) 
clastics interrupt the normal black shale succession. Depths are from -2,245 ft to 
-3,269 ft subsea elevation. 
Normalized gamma (0-400 API units) 
Resistivity (0-1000) ohms) 
Bulk density (2-3) g/cm3) 
Three Lick Bed 
upper Huron Member 
Ashland Exploration Inc 
Ashland 116 Evans 
Breathitt County 
16025005080000 
Sunbury Shale 
Bedford-Berea interval 
Cleveland Member 
middle Huron Member 
lower Huron Member 
top of clastic bed in CLVD  
bottom of clastic bed 
Olentangy Shale 
A 
     GR          RES         DEN 
-           +    -           +  -          + 
Ashland Exploration Inc 
Ashland 75 Colony Coal 
Pike County 
16195001600000 
Sunbury Shale 
Bedford-Berea interval 
top of clastic interval 
equivalent to Chemung 
Fm. of WV 
lower Huron Member 
  GR     RES   DEN 
-       +  -     + -      + 
Cleveland Member 
Olentangy Shale 
B 
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Huron Member, Ohio Shale 
 In eastern Kentucky, the Huron Member is commonly divided into three 
parts; the lower, middle, and upper Huron, based on their gamma-ray signature 
(Ettensohn et al., 1979).  The upper and lower radioactive black shales are 
separated by a tongue of the Chemung Formation of West Virginia (Roen, 1980; 
Roen, 1983), referred to in Kentucky as the middle Huron Member of the Ohio 
Shale. 
Of the two organic-rich beds, the upper Huron is less radioactive than the 
lower Huron (Negus-de Wys and Renton, 1980).  The lower Huron typically has 
significant thickness which registers off-scale on gamma-ray logs.  Because the 
middle Huron is less organic-rich than the upper and lower Huron, it has similar 
gamma-ray values as the Three Lick Bed (Figure 3.1A). 
 The tops of the three Huron Member subdivisions are mainly picked from 
the gamma-ray log and density log per standard practice for KGS.  Resistivity 
curves were less reliable for picking these tops.  The top of the Huron was picked 
at the bottom of the Three Lick Bed where there is a sharp increase of gamma-
ray log values, although it does not go off scale, and a sharp decrease in 
formation density (Negus-de Wys and Renton, 1980).  The top of the middle 
Huron was picked at the bottom of the upper Huron where there is an obvious 
decrease in gamma-ray values.  The formation density log and resistivity log 
curves in the middle Huron showed slight increase and decrease curve 
deflections, respectively.  The top of the lower Huron was picked at the 
uppermost point where the gamma-ray log values exceed 350 API units beneath 
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thicker lower resistivity middle Huron, or at a sharp formation density increase 
from the middle Huron into the lower Huron.   Decreased formation density 
deflection and increased resistivity deflection from the middle Huron into the 
lower Huron are more pronounced compared to deflections from the upper Huron 
into the middle Huron (Boswell, 1996). 
 
Three Lick Bed, Ohio Shale 
 Provo et al. (1977), described the Three Lick Bed as three greenish-gray 
shale beds interbedded with black shale and provided several subsurface 
geophysical log examples.  This characteristic signature is readily identifiable as 
three low gamma-ray spikes between two high gamma-ray, organic-rich shale 
beds, between the Cleveland Shale Member above and the upper Huron below.  
The top of the Three Lick is picked at the base of the overlying Cleveland at the 
top of the first high gamma-ray spike (Figure 3.1A) (Provo et al., 1977; Ettensohn 
et al., 1979; Ettensohn and Elam, 1985). 
 The Three Lick is harder to distinguish to the east and southeast where 
the overlying Cleveland shale and underlying upper Huron shale are less 
organic-rich or pinch out into Chemung clastics.  For example, in Figure 3.1B, the 
base of the Three Lick cannot be differentiated, and the top is labeled as the top 
of Chemung (or clastic zone equivalent to Chemung) rather than Three Lick.  
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Cleveland Member, Ohio Shale 
 The Cleveland Member is predominantly an organic-rich black shale that 
extends from the base of the Bedford-Berea sequence to the top of the Three 
Lick Bed.  Rimmer et al., (2004) described an upper and lower Cleveland on 
subsurface logs based on an overall decrease in organic carbon in the lower 
portion of the Cleveland.  The top of the Cleveland is picked at the base of the 
Bedford-Berea interval where gamma-ray values exceed 300 API units beneath 
the Berea-Bedford interval, or there is a sharp positive deflection of the resistivity 
curve above the point where the uppermost Cleveland gamma-ray values 
exceeds 300 API units, or a sharp negative deflection of the density curve, as is 
standard KGS practice. In most cases, the gamma-ray curve was used to pick 
the top because there was usually an obvious sharp increase in gamma-ray 
values.  In wells where the Cleveland was less organic-rich and the transition in 
gamma-ray values from the base of the Bedford-Berea interval to the top of the 
Cleveland shale was less distinct, the formation density and/or resistivity logs 
were used to define the top of the Cleveland.  
During regional correlations, a less organic-rich shale was found to occur 
in the middle part of the Cleveland.  This interval was labeled as “top of- and 
base of clastic”, which divided the high gamma-ray Cleveland into an upper and 
lower unit (Fig. 3.1A).  For purposes of this study, the lower unit, clastic unit, and 
the upper unit of the Cleveland will be referred to as Cleveland C, Cleveland B, 
and Cleveland A, respectively. 
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Bedford-Berea interval 
 The Bedford-Berea interval consists of intertonguing Berea Sandstone 
and Bedford Shale. It is easily identified below the Sunbury Shale by its low 
gamma-ray values, low resistivity, and high formation density values.  The top is 
picked at the base of the Sunbury Shale where the gamma-ray of the overlying 
shale exceeds 350 API units (Fig. 3.1A).  Because the Bedford and Berea 
complexly intertongue (Fig. 1.7), separate tops were not picked for these 
formations.  Cross sections (Appendix D) and a net Berea isopach map (Fig. 
4.22) were used to infer the nature of the intertonguing and lateral extent of the 
Berea, within the interval (explained separately). 
In southeastern and southern Kentucky, the typical green-gray siltstone 
and shale of the Bedford Formation grades laterally into dark gray and black 
shales, called the “black Bedford” by Ettensohn and Elam (1985).  In outcrop, 
these black shales cannot be distinguished from the overlying Sunbury and 
underlying Ohio Shale.  However, gamma-ray log values of this interval do not 
exceed 300 API units, and density log values are higher than in the overlying and 
underlying shales, so the black Bedford can still be distinguished as a Bedford-
equivalent in well logs (Ettensohn and Elam, 1985). 
 
Sunbury Shale 
 The Sunbury Shale is an organic-rich black shale that is easily identified 
by a sharp, high gamma-ray values, high-resistivity, and low density values 
(Figure 2.1A).  The top is picked where the gamma-ray curve exceeds 350 API 
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units.  In some logs there may be a vertical gradation between the Sunbury and 
overlying Borden Formation, sometimes called the “black Borden” (Ettensohn 
and Elam, 1985).  In these wells, gamma-ray log values are higher than in the 
overlying Borden, but do not exceed 350 API units.  This interval was not 
included in the Sunbury herein, as is standard KGS practice. 
 
Structure Maps 
 Structural contour maps were constructed using Petra® Version 3.8.3 
software with a grid size of X=1000 and Y=1000 units and using a “Highly 
Connected Features (Least Squares)” gridding algorithm (Table 3.1).  A 
structural contour map of the top of the Ohio Shale was constructed as the base 
of the Bedford-Berea interval.  Two sets of structural contour maps were 
constructed, one using the gridding algorithm excluding fault offsets, and the 
other where fault offsets were honored.  In the first set where faults are excluded, 
the effects of syn-depositional faulting may be observed by changes in contour 
spacing or deflections in contours across fault locations.  In the second set, fault 
offsets are inferred where there is a greater-than-average stratigraphic thickness 
change on either side of a fault. 
 
Isopach Maps 
 Isopach maps were constructed from interval thicknesses between 
stratigraphic tops using the same gridding algorithm as the structural contour 
map (Table 3.2).  As with the structure maps, two sets of contour maps were 
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constructed, one without faults to identify general thickness trends, and a second 
honoring the faults.   
 
Table 3.1. Structure Map Stratigraphic Tops and Number of Wells Used 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.2. Isopach Map Intervals and Number of Wells Used 
 
 
 
 
Cross Sections 
  Subsurface cross sections were constructed to further evaluate 
stratigraphic changes and structural control in the project area.  Five cross 
sections were oriented along stratigraphic strike and five cross sections were 
oriented along stratigraphic dip (Fig. 3.2, Appendices B, D).  Two sets of cross 
sections were constructed showing the large-scale Bedford-Berea petroleum 
Stratigraphic Top # of Wells 
Sunbury Shale 540 
Bedford-Berea sequence 541 
base of Bedford-Berea sequence (top of Ohio Shale) 514 
Cleveland 516 
Three Lick Bed 461 
Upper Huron 477 
Middle Huron 456 
Lower Huron 496 
Olentangy Shale 488 
INTERVAL INTERVAL DEFINITION # of Wells 
Sunbury top of Sunbury to top of Bedford-Berea 537 
Bedford-Berea top to base of Bedford-Berea 514 
Cleveland top of Cleveland to top of Three Lick Bed  458 
Three Lick Bed top of Three Lick Bed to top of Upper Huron 460 
Upper Huron top of Upper Huron to top of Middle Huron 452 
Middle Huron top of Middle Huron to top of Lower Huron 454 
Lower Huron top of Lower Huron to top of Olentangy 484 
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system stratigraphic units, extending from the top of the Sunbury Shale to the top 
of the Olentangy Shale, and a detailed set of sections along the same strike and 
dip lines for just the Bedford-Berea interval. 
Figure 3.2. Location of cross sections lines along strike (labeled S1-S5) and dip 
(labeled D1-D5).  
 
 To differentiate sand and siltstone facies in the Berea from the Bedford in 
the detailed Bedford-Berea interval cross sections and Berea isopach maps, an 
10 miles 
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API unit gamma-ray cutoff was used.  The midpoint between the maximum and 
minimum API gamma-ray units in the data set was 130, which was tested as a 
cutoff between the Bedford and Berea.  Unfortunately, this value placed most of 
the Bedford Shale known from cores, outcrops, and previous mapping in the 
“Berea” sandstone/siltstone facies, so a lower number was needed. 
 A second attempt was made to match core descriptions to gamma-ray log 
curves.  Core 5691 in Lawrence County was described by Potter (1982) and 
Greb (personal communication).  Cores 270 (Ruben Moore), 6588 (Somerset 
Morlandbell), and the core from the Aristech Chemical well in Scioto County, 
Ohio were described by Greb (personal communication).  Cores 1122 (Milton 
Moore) and 6591 (EQT) were described by me as part of this study (Appendix 
C).  There were four direct log-to-core description correlations.  Two wells with 
core, the Milton Moore and Ruben Moore wells, did not have gamma-ray logs, 
therefore these cores were correlated to gamma-ray logs from nearby wells 
(Table 3.3, Fig. 3.3).  The core description and log from 6588 (Somerset 
Morlandbell) shows that the core is composed entirely of Bedford and was used 
to confirm the lack of Berea at its location when an API gamma-ray value cutoff 
was established.  To establish an API gamma-ray value cutoff, first, the mid-point 
between the maximum API gamma ray (Bedford Shale) and the minimum API 
gamma ray (Berea Sandstone)for just the logs with core correlations was 
calculated (Table 3.4).  The maximum API value in Table 3.4 is subjective 
because of the rapid vertical change to high API values in the overlying and 
underlying organic-rich Sunbury and Cleveland shales.  If the maximum API 
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gamma-ray was within 2-3 ft of the top and/or bottom of the Bedford-Berea 
interval, close to the Sunbury or Cleveland, respectively, the next highest API 
value was used for the maximum API gamma-ray value representing Bedford 
shale to make sure that higher organic-rich values did not skew the data.   
The midpoint between the maximum and minimum API unit values in the 
five logs (Table 3.4) is 126 API units, which was too high. The mean values for 
each log were used to see if one best-fit the group, then values were narrowed 
down to get a best-fit value.  Ultimately a 101 API gamma-ray value cutoff best 
approximated what was (or would be) called Berea in the core descriptions 
regardless of whether the rock types was sandstone or coarse siltstone (Fig. 
3.3). 
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Table 3.3.  List of Cores and Logs Used for Comparisons 
UWI County Operator Well Name KGS Core 
Number 
16127000740000 Lawrence Ashland 
Exploration 
Hattie Neal C-5691 
16127005020000 Lawrence KY-WV Ruben Moore C-270 
16127019400000 Lawrence Gas 
Acquisition 
GAC-3  
16127005150000 Lawrence KY-WV Milton Moore C-1122 
16127004910000 Lawrence Weaver Oil   
16131001730000 Leslie Somerset 
Gas 
Morelandbell C-6588 
16195060410000 Pike EQT 504353 C-6591 
34145202120000 Scioto, OH Aristech 
Chemical 
  
 
 
Table 3.4. API Unit Values Used for Core to Log Comparisons 
UWI Well Name Max Bedford 
API 
Min Berea 
API 
50% API 
34145202120000 Aristech 129 57 93 
16127000740000 Hattie Neal 188 70 129 
16127004910000 Weaver 127 61 95 
16195060410000 EQT 157 68 112 
16127019400000 Gas 
Acquisition 
193 60 126 
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 A third method to create a reasonable gamma-ray cutoff value was made 
based on a combination of outcrop and core data of Elam (1981) and Ettensohn 
and Elam (1985), (Figs. 1.4, 1.5, 1.6), outcrop data in Potter et al. (1991), and 
surficial geologic mapping in eastern Kentucky (e.g., Morris, 1965; Chaplin and 
Mason, 1978).  These data show that the Berea is more than 150 ft thick in 
outcrop in Lewis County (northeastern Kentucky) and pinches out (or at least 
was not mapped as a distinct unit) south of the southern Lewis County border 
along the outcrop belt.  Several gamma-ray cutoff values were tested to attempt 
to honor that limit. In the end, a 71 API gamma-ray units cutoff value best fit the 
outcrop limit, however it resulted in thinner Berea sandstone/siltstone than is 
known in the outcrop area of northeastern Kentucky, and placed most of what 
was called Berea in the subsurface into the Bedford facies.  
 Because the results of the second method seemed to best match core 
descriptions to gamma-ray logs and showed considerable thinning toward the 
known outcrop limits, a gamma-ray cutoff value of 101 API units was used to 
differentiate the Bedford from Berea in the detailed cross section set. 
 
Net Berea Isopach Map 
In addition to the cross sections, two isopach maps of net Berea were 
constructed, using the previously described methodology, to represent the 
possible subsurface extent of the Berea, based on gamma-ray cutoff values.  
The Berea is not a true sandstone, so the maps are not net sandstone, but rather 
represent the coarse or less organic fraction of the Bedford-Berea interval based 
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on gamma-ray logs.  Also, the Berea complexly intertongues with the Bedford, so 
the maps (Fig. 4.22A, B) represent a net isopach of all of the intervals with higher 
gamma-ray values than the cutoff, rather than a distinct part of the Bedford-
Berea interval.  Thus, the maps represent a net “Berea” as it is generally 
described in eastern Kentucky.  Based on the results of the second and third 
gamma-ray cutoff methods discussed above, two maps were constructed using a 
gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API units based on the core-to-log correlation and a 
gamma-ray cutoff of 71 API units to honor the mapped extent of the Berea as 
described and mapped by Elam (1981) and Ettensohn and Elam (1985) and 
surficial maps (e.g., Morris, 1965).  
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RESULTS 
 
Structure Maps 
 Structure contour maps constructed without faulting on the tops of the 
Olentangy, lower Huron, middle Huron, upper Huron, Three Lick Bed, and 
Cleveland Members of Ohio Shale, the Ohio Shale, Bedford-Berea interval, and 
Sunbury Shale all show similar trends (Figs. 4.1- 4.4).  The dip is generally 
southeast, and a prominent anticlinal feature is present in northeastern Magoffin, 
west-northwestern Johnson, southeastern Morgan and western Lawrence 
Counties, which is the Paint Creek Uplift (Hudnall and Browning, 1924; 
Drahovzal, 1995).  Structural contours bend around this feature.  Contour 
spacing narrows in western Harlan County immediately south of the Pine 
Mountain Fault.  Contour spacing widens in Wayne, Lincoln, and Logan Counties 
of West Virginia, but this may be an edge effect of computer contouring due to 
less data.  Structural contours honoring faulting (Figs. 4.1B, 4.1D, 4.2B, 4.2D, 
4.3B, 4.3D, 4.4B, 4.4D, 4,5B), shows some offset across major faults in Johnson, 
Lawrence, Carter, and Boyd Counties (mostly branches of the Kentucky River 
and Irvine-Paint Creek Faults Systems) and minor offset across secondary faults 
in Owsley and Breathitt Counties in the Rome Trough between the Irvine-Paint 
Creek and Rockcastle River Fault Systems. 
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Figure 4.1. Structure map constructed on 
tops of (A) Olentangy Shale without 
faulting, (B) Olentangy Shale with faulting, 
(C) lower Huron without faulting, and (D) 
lower Huron with faulting. Depths are subsea (ft). 
Tectonic Structures 
Primary faults shown in bold 
 
DS       D’Invilliers Structure 
FCC     Floyd County Channel 
IPCFS  Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System 
KRFS   Kentucky River Fault System 
PMTF   Pine Mountain Thrust Fault 
RRFS   Rockcastle River Fault System 
WA       Waverly Arch (inferred) 
WF       Warfield Fault 
A B 
C D 
Pike 
County 
Uplift 
Perry County 
Uplift 
10 mi 
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Figure 4.2. Structure map constructed on 
tops of (A) middle Huron without faulting, 
(B) middle Huron with faulting, (C) upper 
Huron without faulting, and (D) lower 
Huron with faulting. Depths are subsea (ft). 
Tectonic Structures 
Primary faults shown in bold 
 
DS       D’Invilliers Structure 
FCC     Floyd County Channel 
IPCFS  Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System 
KRFS   Kentucky River Fault System 
PMTF   Pine Mountain Thrust Fault 
RRFS   Rockcastle River Fault System 
WA       Waverly Arch (inferred) 
WF       Warfield Fault 
A B 
C D 
Pike 
County 
Uplift 
Perry County 
Uplift 
10 mi 
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Figure 4.3. Structure map constructed on 
tops of (A) Three Lick Bed without faulting, 
(B) Three Lick Bed with faulting, (C) 
Cleveland without faulting, and (D) 
Cleveland with faulting. Depths are subsea 
(ft). 
A B 
C D 
Tectonic Structures 
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RRFS   Rockcastle River Fault System 
WA       Waverly Arch (inferred) 
WF       Warfield Fault 
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Uplift 
Perry County 
Uplift 
10 mi 
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Figure 4.4. Structure map constructed on 
tops of (A) Ohio Shale without faulting, (B) 
Ohio Shale with faulting, (C) Bedford-
Berea interval without faulting and (D) 
Bedford-Berea interval with faulting. Depths are subsea (ft). 
 
B A 
C D 
Tectonic Structures 
Primary faults shown in bold 
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Figure 4.5. Structure map constructed on 
tops of (A) Sunbury Shale without faulting, 
(B) Sunbury Shale with faulting gridding. 
Depths are subsea (ft).   
 
 
Isopach Maps 
Isopach maps of the lower Huron Member (Figs. 4.6A, B), middle Huron 
(Figs. 4.6C, D), and upper Huron Members (Figs. 4.7A, B), Three Lick Bed (Figs. 
4.7C, D), and Cleveland Members (Figs. 4.8A, B) of the Ohio Shale showed 
similar trends.  Both faulted and unfaulted isopach maps show an essentially 
north-south trend with thickening to the east.  Faulted isopach maps (e.g., Fig. 
4.7B) show more specific fault offsets than unfaulted maps (e.g. Fig. 4.7A).  
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Some variation in contours near the Kentucky-West Virginia border in all of the 
maps may be caused by computer contouring edge effects, and possibly by 
intertonguing of the black shale members with the Chemung Formation in West 
Virginia.  Intertonguing and pinchout of the Ohio Shale members into the 
Chemung in West Virginia makes differentiation of the members problematic to 
the east.  The middle and upper Huron, Three Lick Bed, and Cleveland are 
limited to a few wells immediately east of the Kentucky border, beyond which the 
upper Huron and Cleveland pinchout and the middle Huron and Three Lick Bed 
are interpreted as part of the Chemung.  The lower Huron is identified in all of the 
well logs from western West Virginia used in this study. 
 
Huron Shale Member, Ohio Shale 
There is a general thickening trend to the east in the lower, middle, and 
upper Huron Members of the Ohio Shale.  Thicknesses range from less than 25 
ft for all member westward toward the Cincinnati Arch and increase to 350 feet in 
the lower Huron (Figs. 4.6A, B); 350 feet in the middle Huron (Figs. 4.6C, D), and 
120 feet in the upper Huron (Figs. 4.7A, B).  The lower Huron (Figs. 4.6A, B), 
thickens east of the Kentucky border.  The middle Huron essentially becomes the 
Chemung Formation east of the Kentucky border into West Virginia. It cannot be 
differentiated past the pinchout of the upper Huron.  Some of the thickening on 
the eastern edge of the study area may include edge effects because of 
intertonguing with the Chemung Formation of West Virginia. The unfaulted 
isopach maps of the lower Huron and middle Huron (Figs. 4.6A, C) show 
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prominent, sinuous patterns, albeit out-of-phase with one another, that extends 
through the easternmost branches of the Kentucky River and Irvine-Paint Creek 
Fault Systems.  The faulted isopach maps of the lower Huron (Fig. 4.6B) shows a 
general thickening between the south branch of the Kentucky River Fault System 
and the north branch of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System at the easternmost 
extent of the faults in central Lawrence County.  The faulted isopach map of the 
middle Huron shows thinning at the same location (Fig. 4.6D).  Alternately, the 
lower Huron shows general thinning between the north and south branches of 
the Kentucky River Fault System in Lawrence and Boyd Counties, and thinning 
between the north and south branches of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault Systems in 
southeast Lawrence County (Fig. 4.6B).  The middle Huron shows the exact 
opposite trend, with thickening between the north and south branches of the 
Kentucky River Fault System in Lawrence and Boyd Counties and thickening 
between the north and south branches of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System in 
southeast Lawrence County (Fig. 4.6D).  Further west, the isopach map  of the 
lower and middle Huron (Fig. 4.6B, D) shows subtle thickness changes between 
the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System and the Rockcastle River Fault System in 
western Breathitt, eastern Owsley, and eastern Lee Counties, especially  across 
secondary basement faulting (Fig. 4.6B, D). 
The unfaulted isopach map of the upper Huron (Fig. 4.7A) shows a 
significant change in strike immediately south of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault 
System in Johnson County, extending south through Floyd, Martin, Knott, Pike, 
and Letcher Counties, to the Pine Mountain Thrust Fault.  On the faulted isopach 
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map  this pattern accentuates (Fig. 4.7B) with the upper Huron thickest in the 
Floyd County Channel, the greatest thickness occurring along the north-south 
trending fault in Floyd and Pike Counties which separates the Floyd County 
Channel and the Pike County Uplift. 
 
Three Lick Bed, Ohio Shale 
As with the Huron members of the Ohio Shale, the Three Lick Bed (Fig. 
4.7 C, D) shows a similar pattern of thickening to the east.  Contour spacing 
decreases eastward in in Pike County, which may be real or due to intertonguing 
with the Chemung Formation in West Virginia.  The Three Lick can only be 
differentiated from the Chemung west of the pinchout of the Cleveland Shale 
above and the upper Huron Member below. 
The Three Lick Bed has only very small thickness changes across 
structures (Figs. 4.7 C, D).  There are local thickness changes across parts of the 
Kentucky River Fault System in northern Morgan County, north of the Irvine-Paint 
Creek Fault System in southern Morgan County, and north of the Rockcastle 
River Fault System in central Breathitt County (Figs. 4.7 C, D).  Thickness 
changes also are shown across secondary basement faults in Lee and Owsley 
Counties, and between the south branch of the Kentucky River Fault System and 
the north branch of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System in Lawrence County 
(Figs. 4.7 C, D). 
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Figure 4.6. Isopach of (A) lower Huron 
without faulting, (B) lower Huron with 
faulting, (C) middle Huron without faulting, 
(D) middle Huron with faulting.  
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Figure 4.7. Isopach of (A) upper Huron 
without faulting, (B) upper Huron with 
faulting, (C) Three Lick Bed without 
faulting, (D) Three Lick Bed with faulting.  
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Cleveland Shale Member, Ohio Shale 
The Cleveland Member of the Ohio Shale (Fig. 4.8A, B) thickens eastward 
to 165 ft thick before pinching out into the Chemung Formation in West Virginia.  
The Cleveland (Figs. 4.8A, B) is thickest in the easternmost branches of the 
Kentucky River and Irvine-Paint Creek Fault Systems in Lawrence County, and 
Wayne County, West Virginia.  The unfaulted isopach map of the Cleveland (Fig. 
4.8A) shows a thickening trend subparallel to the Floyd County Channel in Floyd 
County and extending into eastern Pike County.  In Lawrence County (Fig. 4.8A), 
the unfaulted isopach map shows minor thickness change across faults in 
southern Boyd, Lawrence, and Johnson Counties.  The faulted isopach map (Fig. 
4.8B) shows the Cleveland thickening between the branches of the Kentucky 
River Fault System in northern Lawrence County and the branches of the Irvine-
Paint Creek Fault System in northern Johnson County.  Moving further west, the 
unfaulted isopach map  of the Cleveland (Fig. 4.8A) shows some thickness 
changes subparallel to the trends of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System and the 
Rockcastle River Fault System in western Breathitt, Owsley, Lee, Wolfe, and 
Magoffin Counties.  The faulted isopach map (Fig. 4.8B) shows more 
pronounced thickness changes across these major faults, as well as secondary 
basement faults in the Rome Trough. 
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Figure 4.8. Isopach map of (A) Cleveland 
without faulting, (B) Cleveland with 
faulting. 
 
 
 
Bedford-Berea Interval 
 The unfaulted isopach map of the Bedford-Berea interval (Fig. 4.9A), 
shows a thickness range of less than 25 feet to as much as 200 feet.  Rather 
than the eastward thickening trend of the surrounding shale members, the 
Bedford-Berea interval has a central, north-to-south (165-degree), linear elongate 
thickness trend that extends from the Devonian outcrop belt in Lewis County to 
the Pine Mountain Overthrust in Pike and Letcher Counties, approximately 
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subparallel to the Kentucky-West Virginia border.  The thickest Bedford-Berea is 
in the northern part of the elongate trend in Lewis, Greenup, and Carter 
Counties, north of the Kentucky River Fault System and extending westward to 
the Paint Creek Uplift.  In this area, thick Bedford-Berea is separated by a 
northeast-southwest secondary trend of thinning.  This thin trend is in the area of 
the Waverly Arch, but at a different orientation to the arch (Fig. 4.9A).  To the 
south in Martin and Pike Counties, on the Pike County Uplift, there are also 
several thick areas of Bedford-Berea, but these are not as thick as the area north 
of the Kentucky River Fault System.  The thinnest part of the elongate thickness 
trend occurs between the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System and the Pike County 
uplift, within the Rome Trough, in Lawrence and Johnson Counties.  Eastward 
and westward, off the flanks of the central elongate trend, the interval gradually 
thins from around 40 feet to less than 25 feet (Figs. 4.9A, B).  Irregular thickening 
and thinning is indicated in the western Rome Trough between the Irvine-Paint 
Creek and Rockcastle River Fault Systems. 
The faulted isopach map of the Bedford-Berea interval (Fig. 4.9B), shows 
offsets on the downthrown side of the Kentucky River and Irvine-Paint Creek 
Fault Systems, and the Warfield Fault in Lawrence and Johnson Counties.  
Thickness changes across secondary faults are also apparent on the 
downthrown side of the Irvine-Paint Creek and Rockcastle River Faults in the 
western extent of the Rome Trough.  There is also a small, but significant, 
isolated “bull’s-eye” (single well), thick area on the downthrown side of the 
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Rockcastle River Fault along the boundary of Breathitt and Magoffin Counties 
(Fig. 4.9A, B).   
  
Sunbury Shale 
 When comparing results from the Sunbury unfaulted and faulted isopach 
maps (Fig. 4.9C, D) with maps for the other units in the Berea petroleum system 
it is important to recognize that the Sunbury is much thinner (less than 25 feet) 
than the other units examined.  Much of the thickness of the Sunbury would fit 
within one contour interval on the other maps.   
Overall, the Sunbury Shale isopachs (Figs. 4.9C, D) are more similar to 
the Bedford-Berea interval map (Figs. 4.9A, B), than to the maps for members of 
the Ohio Shale (e.g., Figs. 4,8A, B).  On the unfaulted isopach map of the 
Sunbury Shale (Fig. 4.9C), thickening trends are variable across the mapped 
extent, but there is a general thickening of the Sunbury to the northeast and 
south-southeast with thinner intervals between in an elongate, generally 
northeast-southwest trend.  The unit thins to the southwest onto the Cincinnati 
Arch.  The faulted isopach map (Fig. 4.9D) accentuates thickness changes on 
the downthrown side of several faults in the Kentucky River and Irvine-Paint 
Creek Fault Systems relative to the unfaulted isopach map (Fig. 4.9C).  
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Figure 4.9. Isopach of Bedford-Berea interval 
(A) with fault overlay, (B) with faulted grid 
interpretation, (C) Sunbury without faulting, 
(D) Sunbury with faulting.  
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Core to Log Correlations 
 Six cores were correlated to well logs (Fig. 3.3, Table 3.3) in an attempt to 
establish a gamma ray cutoff to be used in PETRA® to differentiate the Berea 
from the Bedford.  A best-fit gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API units was chosen to 
differentiate Berea from Bedford in the detailed cross sections.  
 
Cross Sections 
Two sets of subsurface cross sections (Appendix D), five oriented along 
structural strike (labeled S1-S5) and five along dip (labeled D1-D-5) (refer to Fig. 
3.2 for cross section strike lines), were constructed from 68 logs (Appendix B) to 
evaluate stratigraphic changes and structural control on first, the Bedford-Berea 
petroleum system from the Sunbury Shale to the Olentangy Shale, and second 
the Bedford-Berea interval.  Stratigraphic datum for all sections is the top of the 
Bedford-Berea interval.   
 In the sections, the gamma-ray curves are colored to reflect gamma 
intensity.  In general, red to orange to yellow colors are low-gamma sandstone 
and siltstone, yellow to green to blue are moderate-gamma shales, and blue to 
violet to purple colors are high-gamma organic-rich shales.  Stratigraphic units 
are correlated in each section and are represented by different colored lines.  
Wells are shown with “relative-to-well” spacing with lines of major structure 
shown at the bottom of sections. 
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Petroleum System Units Cross Sections 
 Strike-oriented cross sections of the petroleum system units (Appendix D) 
show an overall thickening of the interval northeastward into the basin and 
thinning of the interval southwestward toward the Cincinnati Arch (e.g. Fig. 4.10).  
On the southwestern-most end of the strike sections, the interval is 99-274 feet 
thick.  On the northeastern-most end of the strike sections, the interval is 535-
1530 feet thick.  Dip-oriented cross sections (Appendix D) show an overall 
thickening of the interval southeastward into the basin and thinning of the interval 
northwestward toward the Cincinnati Arch (e.g. Fig. 4.13).  On the northwestern-
most end of dip sections, the interval is 134-535 feet thick.  On the southeastern-
most end of dip sections, the interval is 464-1178 feet thick. 
 
Petroleum System Units Strike-Oriented Cross Sections 
 The lower Huron Member of the Ohio Shale is continuous into West 
Virginia across all cross sections.  The middle Huron, the more clastic-rich bed of 
the Huron, grades into the Chemung Formation into West Virginia on S1 and S2 
(Fig. 4.10, Appendix D), but is laterally continuous in the other sections.  The 
upper Huron pinches out into the Chemung in West Virginia on S1 and S2 (Fig. 
4.10, Appendix D), but is laterally continuous on other sections.  The Three Lick 
Bed grades into the Chemung into West Virginia on S1 and S2, but is laterally 
continuous on other sections (e.g. Fig.4.10, Appendix D). 
The Cleveland Shale Member is divided into three parts in the cross 
sections.  The lower and upper parts, Cleveland C and Cleveland A, respectively, 
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pinch out into the Chemung into West Virginia on S1 and S2 (Fig. 4.10, Appendix 
D), but are laterally continuous on other sections.  The more clastic-rich unit of 
the middle Cleveland, Cleveland B, grades into the Chemung into West Virginia 
on S1 and S2, but is laterally continuous on S3 and S4 (Fig. 4.11, Appendix D).  
There are several significant thickness changes in the Cleveland across the S5 
cross section (Fig. 4.12A-C, Appendix D): (1) significant thickening of the 
Cleveland on the upthrown side of the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System in Well 
no. 4 (Fig. 4.12A, C); (2) significant thinning of Cleveland A in Well no. 7 (Figs. 
4.12A, B); and (3) Cleveland A and B are missing in Well no.10 (Figs. 4.12A, B). 
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Figure 4.10.  Strike cross section (A) S1-S1’’ and (B) S2-S2’’ (see Fig. 3.2, 
Appendix D for locations). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), 
Three Lick Bed (TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade northeastward 
into the Chemung. The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C 
(CL-A, CL-C), upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea 
interval is shown in yellow. 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.11.  Strike cross section (A) S3-S3’ (B) S4-S4’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix 
D for locations). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three Lick 
Bed (TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade northeastward into the 
Chemung. The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, 
CL-C), upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval is 
shown in yellow. 
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Figure 4.12 Strike cross section (A) S5-S5’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for 
location), (B) close-up of well nos. 6-11 showing truncation (well no. 10) and 
thinning (well no. 7) of parts of the Cleveland Shale Member in several wells, and 
(C) close-up of well nos. 2-4 showing thickening of Cleveland Shale Member. 
Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three Lick Bed (TLB), and 
middle Huron (MH), which all grade northeastward into the Chemung. The black 
shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, CL-C), upper Huron 
(UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval is shown in yellow. 
B 
A 
C 
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Petroleum System Units Dip-Oriented Cross Sections 
 The lower Huron Member of the Ohio Shale is laterally continuous to the 
southeast to the Pine Mountain Thrust Fault across all sections.  The middle 
Huron, grades into the Chemung Formation to the southeast on dip sections D1 
and D2 (Figs. 4.13, 4.14, Appendix D), but is continuous on the other sections.  
The upper Huron pinches out into the Chemung to the southeast on D1 and D2, 
but is laterally continuous on the other sections.  The Three Lick Bed grades into 
the Chemung to the southeast on D1, D2, and D3 (Figs. 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 
Appendix D), but is laterally continuous on other sections (e.g. Fig. 4.16, 
Appendix D). 
Cleveland C, the lower organic-rich shale, pinches out into the Chemung 
to the southeast in D1, D2, and D3 (Figs. 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, Appendix D), but is 
laterally continuous on the other sections.  The more clastic-rich Cleveland B 
grades into the Chemung to the southeast on D1, D2, and D3 (Figs. 4.13, 4.14, 
4.15, Appendix D), but is laterally continuous on other sections.  On cross section 
D3 and D5 (Figs. 4.15, 4.17, Appendix D) Cleveland B is laterally continuous to 
the northwest, but pinches out onto the Cincinnati Arch near the Devonian 
outcrop belt in the other sections.  On dip cross section D2 (Fig. 4.14, Appendix 
D) the Cleveland thins below a thickened Bedford-Berea in well no. 1.  Dip cross 
section D3 (Fig. 4.15, Appendix D) shows a significant thinning of Cleveland A 
below a thickened Bedford-Berea on the upthrown side of the Kentucky River 
Fault System in well no. 2.  Dip cross section D4 (Fig. 4.16, Appendix D, shows a 
thickened Bedford-Berea interval on the downthrown side of the Rockcastle River 
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Fault in well  no. 5, but without thickness changes in the underlying Cleveland 
Shale Member. 
 
Figure 4.13.  Dip cross section of D1-D1’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for 
locations). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three Lick Bed 
(TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade southeastward into the Chemung. 
The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, CL-C), 
upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval (BB) is 
shown in yellow. 
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Figure 4.14. Dip cross section (A) D2-S2’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for location), 
(B) close-up of well nos. 1-3 showing thinning of parts of the Cleveland Shale 
Member (well no. 1). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three 
Lick Bed (TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade northeastward into the 
Chemung. The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, 
CL-C), upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval 
(BB) is shown in yellow. 
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Figure 4.15. Dip cross section (A) D3-D3’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for location), 
(B) close-up of well nos. 1-5 showing thinning of parts of the Cleveland Shale 
Member (well no. 2). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three 
Lick Bed (TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade northeastward into the 
Chemung. The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, 
CL-C), upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval 
(BB) is shown in yellow. 
A 
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Figure 4.16. Dip cross section (A) D4-D4’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for location), 
(B) close-up of well nos. 4-7 showing no thickness change the Cleveland Shale 
Member (well no. 5) below a thickened Bedford-Berea interval. Clastic intervals 
(orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three Lick Bed (TLB), and middle Huron (MH), 
which all grade northeastward into the Chemung. The black shales (gray) are 
Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, CL-C), upper Huron (UH), and lower 
Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval (BB) is shown in yellow. 
A B 
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Figure 4.17.  Dip cross section of D5-D5’ (See Fig. 3.2, Appendix D for 
locations). Clastic intervals (orange) are Cleveland B (CL-B), Three Lick Bed 
(TLB), and middle Huron (MH), which all grade southeastward into the Chemung. 
The black shales (gray) are Sunbury (SB), Cleveland A and C (CL-A, CL-C), 
upper Huron (UH), and lower Huron (LH). The Bedford-Berea interval (BB) is 
shown in yellow. 
 
 
 
Bedford-Berea Interval Cross Sections 
A set of subsurface cross sections were made of the Bedford-Berea 
interval along the same lines as the petroleum system units cross section lines to 
focus on the Bedford-Berea interval.  In the sections, the gamma-ray curves are 
shaded according to a cutoff of 101 API units as described in the methods 
section.  Gamma-ray less than and equal to 101 API units is shaded yellow and 
is inferred to represent Berea siltstones and sandstones.  Gamma-ray values 
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greater than 101 API units are shaded gray and represent Bedford shales.  This 
may or may not be Berea as it would be described in core or outcrop, but is an 
approximation of the cutoff for the Bedford and Berea based on the best fit of 
core to gamma-ray log correlations.  All sections are hung on the top of the 
interval.  The top and bottom of the interval are represented by red lines. Major 
structures are shown at the bottom of sections. 
 
Bedford-Berea Interval Strike-Oriented Cross Sections 
Strike sections show an overall thinning of the Bedford-Berea interval to 
the southwest.  In all sections, the Berea pinches out to the southwest so that 
only Bedford shales are present in the last few wells (e.g. Fig. 4.18).  On cross 
sections S1 and S2 (Fig. 4.18A, B, Appendix D) also thin to the northeast but still 
have Berea present.  The Berea fraction in the interval generally increases to the 
northeast, although there are local areas of thicker Berea as seen in well no.7 in 
S1 (Fig. 4.18A, Appendix D).  However, where the interval is thickest in well nos. 
5 and 6 on cross section S1 (Fig. 4.18A, Appendix D), well nos. 4-6 on cross 
section S2 (Fig. 4.18B, Appendix D), and well nos.3 and 4 on cross section S3 
(Fig. 4.19A, Appendix), the Bedford Shale dominates.  On strike section lines, S1 
and S2 (Fig. 4.18A, B, Appendix D), the interval thickens into the Floyd County 
Channel, and then levels off eastward onto the Pike County Uplift. 
On strike section lines S3 and S4 (Figs. 4.19A, B) the interval thickens to 
the northeast, however, on S3 (Fig.4.19A), northeast thickening is interrupted by 
a thin section in well no. 5, before gradually thickening again to the northeast.  
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On strike section line S3 (Fig. 4.19A, Appendix D), interval thickness increases in 
in well no. 4 on the downthrown side of the Rockcastle River Fault.  Most of the 
Bedford-Berea interval in this well is dominated by Bedford shales.  On strike 
section S5 (Fig. 4.19C), there is also a significant increase in thickness of the 
Bedford-Berea interval in well  no. 3 on the downthrown side of the Irvine-Paint 
Creek Fault. 
Oil and gas drillers in eastern Kentucky sometimes divide the Berea into 
an upper and lower interval.  In well nos.7-9 on cross section S3 (Fig. 4.19A, 
Appendix D) and well nos. 4-9 on cross section S4 (Fig. 4.19B, Appendix D), an 
upper and lower Berea can be correlated (orange shading in Fig. 4.19).  
However, on cross section S5 (Fig. 4.19C, Appendix D), that subdivision is not as 
clear.  The upper and lower zones on S3 and S4 may merge. Also, the lower 
zone of Berea, as seen on section S3 and S4, (Figs. 4.19A, B, Appendix D) 
generally coarsens upward through 10-70 ft of Bedford at the base of the interval.  
This is not the case in well nos.7 and 8 on cross section S5 (Fig. 4.19C, 
Appendix D).  On S5, Berea siltstones and sandstones occur at the base of the 
interval (also seen in well no. 2 on both cross sections D2 and D3).and are 
correlated in blue in Figure 4.19C.  
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Figure 4.18. Bedford-Berea interval (gray-yellow) strike cross section (A) S1-S1’, 
(B) S2-S2’ showing thinning of the Bedford-Berea interval southwestward, and 
pinchout of the Berea (yellow). See Appendix D for locations, log information and 
explanation of structures. 
 
 
A 
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Figure 4.19.  Bedford-Berea interval (gray-yellow) cross section (A) S3-S3’, (B) 
S4-S4’, and (C) S5-S5’. Cross sections (A) and (B) show upper and lower Berea 
correlation (orange). Section (C) shows fining-upward interval (blue) at base of 
thick Berea. See Appendix D for locations, log information and explanation of 
structures. 
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Bedford-Berea Interval Dip-Oriented Cross Sections 
 On dip cross sections, there is significant variability in Bedford-Berea 
interval thickness (e.g. Figs. 4.20A, B, Appendix D) and the interval does not 
show the southeastward thickening trend that was common in the underlying 
Ohio Shale members (e.g., Fig. 4.11).  Dip cross sections D1 and D2 (Figs. 
4.20A, B, Appendix D) are similar, with the thickest part of the Bedford-Berea 
interval and the greatest fraction of Berea in the northwest in Lewis, Greenup, 
and Lewis Counties, thinning to the southeast as the fraction of Berea decreases.  
Dip cross sections D1, D2, and D3 (Figs. 4.20A, B, 4.21A, Appendix D) have 
thinner intervals in the center of the study area, above the Rome Trough, which 
are dominated by Bedford Shale.  In well no. 11 on dip section D1 (Fig. 4.20A, 
Appendix D), interval thickness decreases significantly to the southeast of the 
D’Invilliers Structure.  On cross section D3 (Fig. 4.21A, Appendix D), there is also 
a greater fraction of Berea in the interval to the northwest with the exception of 
an outlier of Berea in the last well to the right in southern Pike County.  
Dip sections D4 and D5 (Figs. 4.21B, C, Appendix D) are dominated by 
Bedford shales.  The sections show variable thickness of the interval although 
there is general thinning northwestward toward the Cincinnati Arch.  Well no. 4 
on section D4 (Fig. 4.21B, Appendix D) has a poor quality gamma-ray curve with 
erroneously high gamma values leading to a false interval of Berea, where 
Bedford shales are likely present.  It was used for stratigraphic and thickness 
purposes only.  The Bedford-Berea interval significantly thickens in well no.5 on 
the D4 section on the downthrown side of the Rockcastle River Fault (RRF in 
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Figure 4.21B).  Most of the thickened interval is dominated by Bedford shales.  
On Section D5 (Fig. 4.21C), the Bedford-Berea interval lacks the presence of 
Berea and shows variable thickness. 
 
Figure 4.20. Bedford-Berea interval (gray-yellow) dip cross sections (A) D1-D1’ 
and (B) D2-D2’. See Figure 4.18 for explanation of log shading. See Appendix D 
for locations, log information and explanation of structures. 
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Figure 4.21. Bedford-Berea interval (gray-yellow) dip cross sections (A) D3-D3’, 
(B) D4-D4’, and (C) D5-D5’. See Figure 4.18 for explanation of log shading. See 
Appendix D for locations, log information and explanation of structures. 
A 
B 
C 
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Net Berea Isopach Maps 
Two net Berea isopach maps (Figs. 4.22A, B) were constructed to 
represent the possible subsurface extent of the Berea.  The maps show net 
Berea sand/silt thickness based on gamma-ray cutoff values.  The Berea is not a 
true sandstone, so the maps are not net sandstone. They are an attempt to 
generate a net “Berea” as it is generally described in eastern Kentucky.  Two 
maps were constructed : (1) using a gamma-ray cutoff of 71 API units (Fig. 
4.22A) to honor the extent of the Berea as described and mapped by Elam 
(1981) and Ettensohn and Elam (1985), and (2) a gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API 
units, as shown in the Bedford-Berea cross sections, based on a best fit of core-
to-log correlations (Fig. 4.22B).  The net Berea isopach map constructed using 
the lower gamma-ray cutoff of 71 API units resulted in a 0-56 feet thickness 
range for the Berea.  This very closely approximated the extent of Berea as 
described by Elam (1981) and Ettensohn and Elam (1985), however, it is thinner 
than net Berea reported in many areas, and creates a thinner Berea and  lower 
overall fraction of Berea in the Berea-Bedford interval to the north where it has 
been described in outcrop and core.  The net Berea isopach map constructed 
using the gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API units resulted in a 0-120 feet range in 
Berea thickness.  This more closely approximated outcrop and core descriptions, 
however, it probably includes greater thickness of “Berea” than occurs in some 
areas, and extends the Berea further west and southwest than is recognized on 
the outcrop margin, or in the subsurface of Leslie, Clay, and Owsley Counties. 
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Figure 4.22. Net Berea isopach maps showing a (A) gamma-ray cutoff of 71 API 
units to honor the extent of the Berea mapped by Elam (1981) and Ettensohn 
and Elam (1985), and (B) using a gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API units obtained 
from a best fit of log-to-core comparisons. 
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DISCUSSIONS 
 
 The Berea petroleum system includes the Ohio Shale (possible source), 
Bedford Shale (local seals), Berea Sandstone (reservoirs), and Sunbury Shale 
(seal and possible source).  The distribution of these units was analyzed to 
compare potential depositional and structural trends. 
 
Potential Structural Influences (Ohio Shale) 
 Both the large-scale cross sections through the Ohio Shale (Figs. 4.10-
4.17) and the isopach maps of the individual shale members, (Figs. 4.6-4.9), 
show that the Ohio Shale was not significantly influenced by basement 
structures.  The overall trend is similar to the trend of individual members; 
eastward thickening into the basin.  However, there are localized structural 
influences in several of the members.  In the lower and middle Huron member, 
local thickness changes are indicated across the branches of the Kentucky River 
and Irvine-Paint Creek Fault Systems (Fig. 4.6).  The isopach of the Cleveland 
Member also shows local thickening across branches of the Kentucky River and 
the Irvine-Paint Creek Fault Systems (Fig. 4.8).  That thickening, although less 
noticeable, can be seen in dip sections, D1 and D2 (Figs. 4.13, 4.14).  There are 
also some isolated areas of thinner Cleveland shale below thick Bedford-Berea 
intervals (Figs. 4.12, 4.14, 4.15) north of the Kentucky River Fault System in 
Carter, Lewis, and Greenup Counties.  These areas of thin Cleveland are close 
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to the projected trend of the Waverly Arch (Figs. 4.12, 4.16), but there are also 
other possibilities for thinning in this area, which will be discussed later. 
 
Potential Depositional Influences (Bedford-Berea Interval) 
The Bedford-Berea isopach maps (Fig. 4.9) and cross-sections (Figs. 
4.18-4.21) have significant differences in thickness distribution than the 
underlying Ohio Shale members.  The isopach of the Bedford-Berea interval 
shows a dominant north-south trend (Fig. 4.9) with the thickest parts cutting 
across structure.  The overall trend is not parallel to any known structure but is 
subparallel to the inferred paleo-shoreline trend to the east in West Virginia as 
described by Pashin and Ettensohn (1995, Fig. 20. p. 21).  
Three wells located north of the Kentucky River Fault System with a thick 
Bedford-Berea interval, appear to thicken at the expense of the underlying 
Cleveland Member of the Ohio Shale.  Subdividing the Cleveland into three 
informal subsurface units (A, B, C) in this study, helped to highlight the relative 
amount of missing or thinning Cleveland section in these wells.  One of the wells 
is located in Carter County (well A in Figs. 5.1, 5.2) and the other two are in 
Lewis County (wells B and C in Figs. 5.1, 5.2).  Cleveland A (upper organic-rich 
shale) and B (middle clastic interval) have been removed in wells B and C (Fig. 
5.2), whereas most of Cleveland A has been removed from well A (Fig. 5.2).  
Cleveland A and B are present but thin in well A (Fig. 5.2) compared to wells to 
the west and east. 
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Fining-up log profiles in marine slope settings are typically interpreted as 
submarine channels (of various types and scales), including channels associated 
with submarine fans (Walker, 1978; Klein, 1980; Potter et al., 1983). Well A (Fig. 
5.2) shows a well-defined fining-upward trend at the base of the Bedford-Berea 
interval in both the gamma-ray and bulk-density logs above the thinned 
Cleveland member.  In well C (Fig. 5.2), gamma-ray log pattern is fining-upward 
from the base of the interval, however, the bulk density curve does not show as 
well defined a fining-upward trend as in well A.  The removal of underlying zones 
of Cleveland, along with the fining-upward log curves in wells A and C (Fig. 5.2) 
are suggestive of a scour surface overlain by channel fill.  If the depositional 
model of Pashin and Ettensohn (1995) is correct (Fig. 1.10), then these may be 
submarine channels on the storm shelf north of the Kentucky River Fault System.  
A single channel has previously been identified along the western outcrop margin 
of the Berea (Fig. 5.3). This channel was interpreted as a submarine channel 
(Morris and Pierce, 1967; Pashin, 1985), and shows the possible scale of 
channels identified in the subsurface.  Well B shows removal of zones A and B of 
the Cleveland, but there is no clear fining-upward signature on gamma-ray log, 
so there appears to have been scour and erosion of underlying strata, but a 
distinct channel cannot be inferred.  
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram showing areas of thicker Berea (yellow) and 
thicker Bedford (gray) in the thick Bedford-Berea trend shown in Fig. 4.9. Wells 
A-E are locations with locally thickened Bedford-Berea intervals specifically 
discussed in the text.  Wells A-C (red circles) are discussed relative to possible 
channels at the base of the interval in Figure 5.2.  Wells D and E are discussed 
relative to syndepostional fault movement in Figre 5.4. 
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Figure 5.2. Details of selected 
wells for discussion. (A) Well A 
shows thick Bedford-Berea 
and removal of most of 
Cleveland zone A.  The base 
of the Bedford-Berea has a 
thick fining-upward signature 
on gamma-ray (track 1) and 
bulk-density (track 2). (B) Well 
B shows thick Bedford-Berea 
and removal of underlying 
Cleveland zones A and B.  (C) 
Well C shows thick Bedford-
Berea, removal of Cleveland 
zones A and B, and a fining-
upward signature on gamma-
ray, but less distinctly on bulk 
density. 
 
B 
A C 
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Figure 5.3.  Example of channel fill near the base of the Bedford-Berea interval, 
located on KY Highway 59, Lewis County, KY. 
 
Potential Structural Influences (Bedford-Berea Interval) 
Basement structure appears to have had a greater influence on the 
Bedford-Berea interval than the underlying Ohio Shale.  The Bedford-Berea 
interval is thickest on structural highs north of the Kentucky River Fault in Carter, 
Greenup, and Lewis Counties, and south of the Warfield Fault on the Pike 
County Uplift (shaded yellow in Figure 5.1) and is locally thin in the structural low 
area above the Rome Trough between the structural highs. (shaded gray in Fig. 
5.1).  Assuming a Berea gamma-ray cutoff of 101 API units (Figs. 4.20, 4.21), 
these thicker intervals of Bedford-Berea are dominated by Berea siltstones and 
sandstones and the thinner interval in the Rome Trough is dominated by Bedford 
shales.  It might be expected that overall thickening would occur on the 
downthrown side of the faults into structural lows above the Rome Trough.  
However, this is not seen in the Bedford-Berea interval.  Reverse faulting is 
possible, but there is little reported documentation to support that assumption 
along these faults in overlying stratigraphic intervals.  Two plausible explanations 
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for the apparent inverse thickness relationship to these broad structures, could 
be (1) decreasing sedimentation from the north to the south because of greater 
distance from a northern source and local increases in thickness to the south 
because of an eastern sediment source; and/or (2) post-depositional compaction 
of intervals dominated by Bedford shales in the structural lows relative to the 
coarser-grained Berea siltstones and sandstones on structural highs.   
Pashin and Ettensohn’s (1995) depositional model (Fig. 1.10) for the 
Bedford-Berea interval suggests thick storm-dominated shelf silts and sands 
(Berea) accumulated on a structural high in northeastern Kentucky, and 
prograded down slopes across basement structures into the Bedford Shale 
basin.  If the model is applied to the results of this study, than the north-to-south 
depositional trend of the Bedford-Berea interval was punctuated by two 
structurally high areas where Berea accumulated; one in northeastern Kentucky, 
and one in Pike County. Slopes into deeper basins developed off of the structural 
high in northeastern Kentucky across the Kentucky River and Irvine-Paint Creek 
Fault Systems, and likely to the north and west off of the Pike County Uplift, 
influencing lithofacies distribution on the overall Bedford-Berea elongate trend.   
There are also localized areas where the Bedford-Berea interval thickens 
directly across faults (Figs. 4.18, 4.19) in the western part of the Rome Trough.  
Well D in Figures 5.1 and 5.4, shows thickening on the downthrown side of the 
Irvine-Paint Creek Fault System in Wolfe County.  Well E in Figures 5.1 and 5.4 
shows thickening on the downthrown side of the Rockcastle River Fault in 
Breathitt County.  Both demonstrate evidence for syndepositional structural 
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movement during Bedford-Berea deposition. Similar occurrences may occur 
across these structures elsewhere. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Wells D and E show thickened Bedford-Berea interval (yellow) with 
mostly Bedford shown in gray on the gamma-ray curve on the downthrown side 
of faults. Section E shows little to no thinning of the Cleveland Member of the 
Ohio Shale (blue) below. 
 
  
Several wells near the trend of the Waverly Arch show thinning of the 
Cleveland Shale Member beneath the Bedford-Berea interval (wells A-C, Figs. 
5.1, 5.2). Some thinning is caused by scour beneath the Berea as previously 
discussed, but thinning of the Cleveland Member (zones A-C) in well A, may 
indicate local structural influence and the position of the arch prior to Bedford-
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Berea deposition. The isopach of the Bedford-Berea interval (Fig. 4.8) also 
shows a trend of elongate thinning subparallel to previous interpretations of the 
Waverly Arch, but this trend is near the outcrop limit and state border where edge 
effects may be influencing contouring. More wells would be needed to confirm 
the location of the arch and its possible influence on Bedford-Berea deposition. 
Another feature to mention is the apparent influence of the D’Invilliers 
Structure in southeast Pike County. Cross section D1 (Fig. 4.20) shows a 
significant decrease in the thickness of the Bedford-Berea interval across or 
along the structure.  Decreased spacing between contour lines in the Bedford-
Berea isopach (Fig. 4.9) immediately southeast of the D’Invilliers Structure, 
suggests thinning.  Very little is known about this structure, but it looks like it may 
have been active during Bedford-Berea deposition.  
 
Berea Isopach Map 
Attempts were made to establish a gamma-ray API unit cutoff to 
distinguish the Berea from the Bedford on subsurface logs.  One attempt used a 
cutoff that to honor the mapped extent of the Berea as shown by Elam (1981) 
and Ettensohn and Elam (1985).  A isopach map (Fig. 4.22A) using the 71 API-
unit cutoff on gamma ray curves closely correlated to the mapped extent of 
Berea, but also greatly reduced and/or deleted Berea intervals in known areas of 
thick Berea in  northeastern Kentucky.  A second attempt correlated core 
descriptions to gamma-ray curves (Fig. 3.3) for a best-fit API-unit cutoff of 101.  
Although this isopach map (Fig. 4.22B) placed a few wells with Berea lithology in 
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the Bedford mapped area of Elam (1981) and Ettensohn and Elam (1985), it 
resulted in thicker Berea and a higher fraction of Berea within the Bedford-Berea 
interval in northeastern Kentucky.  Although the second method resulted in a 
map that honored the most data (and was the API-unit cutoff used for gamma ray 
curves to distinguish the Bedford from Berea in cross sections), neither map may 
accurately display what is called “Berea” in the subsurface.  Several factors 
made it difficult to establish an API unit cutoff that could be used universally 
throughout the data set:  (1) there is variation in gamma-ray calibration and 
quality of logs.  Attempts were made to normalize the gamma-ray curves in the 
data set, but these were abandoned because they resulted in even poorer 
results.  Normalization was hampered by having to account for the underlying 
and overlying shales which go off scale across much of eastern Kentucky;  (2) 
the total grain size range in the interval is relatively small; from very fine 
sandstones (but mostly siltstone and shaley siltstone) of the Berea to silty shale 
of the Bedford. This may be too narrow a range to establish a meaningful cutoff; 
(3) several cores did not have logs directly associated with them, so the nearest 
logs had to be used for correlation. This may have added to problems in 
establishing a meaningful gamma-ray cutoff from cores; (4) there are too few 
cores to characterized the Berea over the entire extent of the study area; and (5) 
extensive intertonguing of the two formations makes it very difficult to determine 
what is considered “Berea” in different parts of eastern Kentucky. In the future, 
this exercise, might be aided by using a second curve, e.g. deep induction 
resistivity, in conjunction with the gamma-ray curve in order to establish a closer 
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approximation with reported Berea Sandstone.  However, only a small 
percentage of the wells have resistivity curves available for interpretation. 
Likewise, density curves are problematic because they include porosity intervals 
with decreased density, so these intervals would have to be removed individually 
from all wells with porosity. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In light of recent increases in petroleum activity in the Berea Formation, 
there is a need for current, up-to-date analyses of the Berea petroleum system in 
Kentucky.  The objectives of this study were twofold:  First, to investigate 
possible structural influences on the Berea petroleum system, by comparing 
updated structure maps, isopach maps, and cross sections of the Bedford-Berea 
interval, the overlying Sunbury Shale, and the underlying Ohio Shale to 
basement structure.  Second, to attempt to differentiate the Berea Sandstone 
from the Bedford Shale, with which it is interbedded, to provide needed 
information on the limits of potential reservoirs for the emerging Berea oil play. 
  
1)  Isopachs of the Ohio and Sunbury Shales (the likely source rocks for 
Berea hydrocarbons) show little evidence of syndepositional structural 
influence above known basement structures.  Minor local thickness 
changes are noted across the eastern end of the Kentucky River Fault 
System and the Floyd County Channel and secondary basement faults in 
the western part of the Rome Trough. 
2) The primary trend in the combined Bedford-Berea interval isopach is a 
north-south depositional trend, thickest along an axis that extends from 
the Ohio state line in Lewis and Greenup Counties southward to Pike 
County, approximately subparallel to the Kentucky-West Virginia state 
line.  This depositional trend cuts across major structures.   
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3) At least three wells north of the Kentucky River Fault System have a 
thickened Bedford-Berea interval above thin or partly absent Cleveland 
Shale Member.  Two of the wells showed fining-upward trends in gamma-
ray and density curves in the Bedford-Berea interval above the thinned 
Cleveland.  These wells are interpreted as possible submarine channel 
fills.  
4)  Structural highs north of the Kentucky River Fault System and southward, 
above the Pike County Uplift, have thicker Bedford-Berea interval.  These 
thicker areas are separated by thinner Bedford-Berea interval above the 
Rome Trough, a structural low.  These thickness trends differ from the 
Sunbury Shale above and the Ohio Shale below.  
5) Thicker intervals in the Bedford-Berea interval are dominated by Berea 
siltstones and sandstones and thinner intervals are dominated by Bedford 
shales.  Lithofacies changes from Berea siltstones and sandstones on the 
structural highs to Bedford shales in the structural lows can be explained 
by adapting the depositional model for the Bedford-Berea interval 
proposed by Pashin and Ettensohn (1995).  The Berea was deposited in 
storm-shelves on two structural highs.  Slopes were developed across 
faults into structural lows.  Hence, basement faults appear to have broadly 
influenced lithofacies distribution within the elongate depositional trend. 
6) Localized areas of thicker Bedford-Berea interval on the down-thrown side 
of the Irvine-Paint Creek and Rockcastle River Fault Systems, indicate 
local syndepositional structural control on deposition. 
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7) A 101 API unit gamma-ray cutoff for the Berea approximated a best fit of 
log-to-core description comparison for generating a regional Berea-only 
isolith map.  The resulting map shows the main depositional trends, and 
the lack of Berea in the southwestern part of eastern Kentucky, but 
extends beyond the known outcrop limit of mapped Berea. More work is 
needed to better differentiate the Berea, and perhaps individual lobes of 
the Berea in eastern Kentucky. 
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APPENDIX A 
Project Wells and Locations 
 
UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
33724 Rowan MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP MONSANTO W1 PENNINGTON 38.219139 -83.530274 
144107 Lawrence Deep Hole Oil, LLC   38.109998 -82.673339 
4701100558 Cabell, WV Adkins, Dale, Inc. Adkins, Dale, Inc. 38.300933 -82.241328 
4704301469 Lincoln, WV Exxon Company, USA Exxon Company, USA 38.217171 -81.939314 
4704301637 Lincoln, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 38.098985 -82.224164 
4704500496 Logan, WV Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp. Cities Service Oil & Gas 37.724143 -81.860383 
4704500864 Logan, WV Adams, R. W. & Associates Adams, R. W. & Associate 37.920868 -81.932076 
4704700618 McDowell, W Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. Consolidated Gas Supply 37.491111 -81.944389 
4705900244 Mingo, WV Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp. Cities Service Oil & Gas 37.623219 -82.139443 
4705900805 Mingo, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 37.904437 -82.16927 
4705900879 Mingo, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 37.883694 -82.262124 
4705901792 Mingo, WV Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC Chesapeake Appalachia, L 37.790315 -82.283675 
4705901868 Mingo, WV Chesapeake Appalachia, LLC Chesapeake Appalachia, L 37.805147 -82.337038 
4705902102 Mingo, WV Triana Energy, LLC Triana Energy, LLC 37.576136 -81.986829 
4709901572 Wayne, WV Exxon Company, USA Exxon Company, USA 38.221803 -82.534439 
4709901576 Wayne, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 38.123637 -82.574407 
4709901581 Wayne, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 37.889962 -82.395127 
4709901691 Wayne, WV Columbia Gas Transmission Corp. Columbia Gas Transmissio 38.069652 -82.504828 
4709902195 Wayne, WV Eastern American Energy Corp. Eastern American Energy 37.957847 -82.42533 
16013000510000 Bell ANDERSON BRUCE ANDERSON 1 KNUCKLES 36.92779 -83.536667 
16019000090000 Boyd AMERICAN PRODUCTION AMERICAN PROD 1 PORTER 38.443436 -82.714736 
16019000120000 Boyd KENTUCKY OHIO GAS CO KY OHIO GAS 2 BOYD HOME 38.446072 -82.681995 
16019000360000 Boyd CRISP TOM A CRISP 1 GOULD 38.424573 -82.764807 
16019000780000 Boyd INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 579 GRUBB 38.357276 -82.703441 
16019000890000 Boyd INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 537 FANNIN 38.346787 -82.688411 
16019001310000 Boyd Inland Gas INLAND GAS 533 FEE 38.297255 -82.761981 
16019001330000 Boyd INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 535 MCKEAND 38.338332 -82.655809 
16019001340000 Boyd INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 551 SMALLRIDG 38.338084 -82.661738 
16019001730000 Boyd DEVON ENERGY CORP DEVON ENERGY 990 HUGHES 38.27765 -82.676998 
16019001740000 Boyd HUNTINGTON ALLOYS INC HUNTINGTON 1 FEE 38.263455 -82.578686 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16019001760000 Boyd ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 LEACH REFINERY 38.365321 -82.604345 
16025000360000 Breathitt PANBOWL PRODUCTION CO INC PANBOWL 1 HUNTER 37.614478 -83.293514 
16025000470000 Breathitt PANBOWL PRODUCTION CO INC PANBOWL 1 CARPENTER 37.667938 -83.347484 
16025001800000 Breathitt JACOBS WYATT JACOBS 1 HURST 37.683971 -83.418299 
16025001840000 Breathitt ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 78 EVANS 37.518246 -83.009453 
16025001960000 Breathitt CNG PRODUCING CO CNG AA16 STEVENS 37.615796 -83.24938 
16025002590000 Breathitt ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 111 EVANS 37.554543 -83.103032 
16025003000000 Breathitt RUDOLPH CHARLES R RUDOLPH RG8 SMITH 37.636581 -83.375466 
16025004210000 Breathitt ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 EVANS 37.588439 -83.06699 
16025005080000 Breathitt ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 116 EVANS 37.548652 -83.102566 
16025005850000 Breathitt PEOPLES PUBLIC GAS CO INC PEOPLES 2 BOONE COAL 37.660029 -83.282197 
16025006860000 Breathitt HOWELL JERRY F HOWELL 1 FEE 37.548031 -83.356488 
16025007050000 Breathitt EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1013 EREX 37.615936 -83.148428 
16025007100000 Breathitt EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KP1149 EREX 37.430514 -83.337986 
16025007450000 Breathitt UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 8613T WILLIAMS 37.536584 -83.290302 
16025009950000 Breathitt PANBOWL PRODUCTION CO INC PANBOWL GA1 JETT 37.537706 -83.534104 
16025010070000 Breathitt CNG PRODUCING CO CNG AA3 JOSEPH 37.57862 -83.19403 
16025010680000 Breathitt M & C ENERGY INC M&C ENERGY 1 SPENCER 37.60256 -83.521579 
16025010800000 Breathitt OHIO KENTUCKY OIL CORPORATION OHIO-KY OIL 1 TERRY 37.494322 -83.557836 
16043000090000 Carter SUE L CRAIN CO CRAIN 1 LOWE 38.267214 -83.106305 
16043000330000 Carter COLUMBIA NATURAL RESOURCES, INC   38.463313 -83.113073 
16043000400000 Carter UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 8807T STAMPER 38.327785 -83.122141 
16043000410000 Carter Inland Gas INLAND GAS 538 FEE 38.290089 -82.799921 
16043000420000 Carter INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 547 DUNCAN 38.334512 -83.157394 
16043000500000 Carter IRC/COMGAS INC IRC/COMGAS 4 GENERAL REF 38.280395 -82.91586 
16043000520000 Carter HAY EXPLORATION INC HAY EXPL 1 FLAUGHER 38.205773 -82.949184 
16043000640000 Carter INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 580 HOLBROOK 38.258184 -82.845569 
16043000700000 Carter INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 546G MCDAVID 38.173835 -82.946758 
16043000720000 Carter ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 N AM REFRACTOR 38.240058 -83.271408 
16043000780000 Carter CARTER DEVELOPMENT CO INC CARTER DEV 4 COLEMAN 38.333413 -83.201295 
16043000800000 Carter ASHLAND OIL & REF CO & CABOT ASHLAND 11-1 STAPLETON 38.293353 -83.11125 
16043000830000 Carter GILBERT M P GILBERT 4 WALGREN 38.465922 -83.122152 
16043000850000 Carter GILBERT M P GILBERT 6 WALGREN 38.447745 -83.155834 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16043000940000 Carter HAY EXPLORATION, INC   38.289781 -82.838082 
16043001040000 Carter NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC ADDINGTON 13 38.36009 -82.829699 
16043001050000 Carter Ky Geological Survey   38.469553 -83.132598 
16051000890000 Clay RAMCO OIL & GAS CORP RAMCO O&G 1 BOWLING 37.085455 -83.70626 
16051001450000 Clay APPALACHIAN OIL & GAS CO, INC   37.306317 -83.679723 
16051001590000 Clay RAMCO OIL & GAS CORP RAMCO O&G 1 REID 37.203592 -83.80955 
16051001770000 Clay APPALACHIAN OIL & GAS CO, INC   37.286629 -83.744569 
16051001790000 Clay RAMCO OIL & GAS CORP RAMCO O&G 1 PENNINGTON 37.149266 -83.850266 
16051002400000 Clay APPALACHIAN OIL & GAS CO INC APPALAC O&G 1 BURCHETTE 37.281707 -83.743286 
16051002630000 Clay ALPHA GAS DEVELOPMENT INC ALPHA GAS 29 BAKER 37.31401 -83.68098 
16051002690000 Clay ALPHA GAS DEVELOPMENT, INC   37.31804 -83.679465 
16051003930000 Clay PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 1003 FORDSON COA 37.025732 -83.545973 
16051004070000 Clay PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 8822 WHITE 37.107889 -83.601234 
16051004110000 Clay ALPHA GAS DEVELOPMENT INC ALPHA GAS 3 BISHOP 37.33562 -83.672946 
16051004180000 Clay KNOX EXPLORATION CORP KNOX EXPL 1 WILSON 37.296793 -83.86298 
16051005220000 Clay THE WISER OIL CO   37.260165 -83.736825 
16051005260000 Clay POE BOBBY POE 2 ALLEN 37.292729 -83.795298 
16051005320000 Clay ALPHA GAS DEVELOPMENT INC ALPHA GAS 1 BISHOP 37.331226 -83.673632 
16051006730000 Clay ALGONQUIN PETROLEUM CO ALGONQUIN 1 HUBBARD 37.171082 -83.941862 
16051007070000 Clay HUNTINGTON ENERGY CORP HUNTINGTON EN RPM5 BURK 37.000075 -83.703657 
16051007750000 Clay M D M ENERGY INC MDM ENERGY MDM1 FIELDS 37.214422 -83.878244 
16051009010000 Clay KENTUCKY-TENN EXPLORATION CO INC KY-TENN 1 RED BIRD OIL 37.27767 -83.614347 
16051009730000 Clay MILLER SERVICES INC MILLER 1 BIGE 37.115933 -83.550872 
16051011460000 Clay WORLD WIDE ENERGY CORP WORLD WIDE 1 JOHNSON 37.158586 -83.954903 
16051011710000 Clay RAMCO OIL & GAS CORP RAMCO O&G 1 SWAFFORD 37.12122 -83.785912 
16051015340000 Clay CNG PRODUCING CO CNG AA5 BISHOP 37.062911 -83.61701 
16051016360000 Clay LAUFFER JAMES B LAUFFER 1 KYWVA 37.069365 -83.795362 
16063000030000 Elliott MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 ISON 38.135464 -82.960767 
16063000040000 Elliott MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 KAUFMAN 38.139322 -82.973267 
16063001300000 Elliott VAN WHEELER OIL PRODUCING CO VAN WHEELER 5 GILLIAM 38.054507 -83.070936 
16063001490000 Elliott TERRA OIL & GAS CO INC TERRA O&G 1 ADKINS 38.038774 -83.129999 
16063001500000 Elliott TERRA OIL & GAS CO INC TERRA O&G 1 BURKE 38.052283 -83.10684 
16063001600000 Elliott PETROLEUM RESOURCES PET RESC G1A GILLUM 38.110573 -83.074205 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16063005940000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.04592 -83.052245 
16063005970000 Elliott BLUE RIDGE GROUP INC BLUE RIDGE 1 GREENE 38.135643 -82.927085 
16063006360000 Elliott AUSTRA-TEX OIL CO AUSTRA-TEX 1 HOWARD 38.064828 -83.248857 
16063006430000 Elliott ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 GILLIAM 38.122243 -83.078535 
16063006450000 Elliott UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 8802T LITTON 38.094866 -83.196597 
16063006460000 Elliott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 KAZEE 38.144771 -82.955921 
16063006480000 Elliott ELLIOTT COUNTY OIL CO ELLIOTT 1 BROWN 38.14871 -83.187404 
16063006490000 Elliott A-PETRO INC A-PETRO 3 HAY 38.029136 -83.010742 
16063006540000 Elliott ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1G MADDOX 38.113842 -82.939686 
16063006650000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES INC CARSON 33 LAWSON 38.053425 -83.052983 
16063006670000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES INC CARSON 57 PRICHARD 38.032124 -83.062532 
16063006680000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.03904 -83.061747 
16063006690000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.066431 -83.044617 
16063006760000 Elliott COLUMBIA NATURAL RESOURCES, INC   38.107499 -83.023594 
16063006770000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.045557 -83.052007 
16063006800000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.060384 -83.041752 
16063006820000 Elliott CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.017864 -83.069919 
16063006920000 Elliott EASTERN STATES OIL & GAS, INC   38.0541 -83.072001 
16063006930000 Elliott EASTERN STATES OIL & GAS, INC   38.045425 -83.06257 
16063006940000 Elliott EASTERN STATES OIL & GAS, INC   38.053546 -83.062215 
16065000510000 Estill SUN EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION CO SUN EXPL 106 MPG 37.728762 -83.74421 
16071000030000 Floyd KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1773 HUNTER 37.623424 -82.666372 
16071000430000 Floyd KEPCO INC KEPCO KL436 HALL 37.695632 -82.864997 
16071000680000 Floyd KEPCO INC KEPCO KL471 CALLIHAN 37.729928 -82.798068 
16071000710000 Floyd JIMMY HAMILTON GAS & OIL CO HAMILTON O&G 318 MORRISO 37.682305 -82.5682 
16071000850000 Floyd KINZER J W KINZER 1 PRATER 37.535299 -82.840917 
16071000940000 Floyd P T C INC P T C 7 BENTLEY 37.390164 -82.643166 
16071001100000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF419 CRUM 37.547833 -82.727385 
16071001240000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KL480 HAMILTON COAL 37.539543 -82.665545 
16071001500000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF929 EKPC 37.370545 -82.698847 
16071001510000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF946 EKPC 37.547078 -82.778594 
16071001590000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KL-964 DAVIDSON 37.622422 -82.674694 
16071001800000 Floyd BRADLEY C R DBA BASIN ENERGY CO BASIN ENERGY 2 BIG SANDY 37.674645 -82.795219 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16071001940000 Floyd EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KL984 ELKHORN COAL 37.464597 -82.774197 
16071002450000 Floyd EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT 1206 SLONE 37.61745 -82.869486 
16071002830000 Floyd EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1224 EREX 37.313749 -82.672424 
16071003430000 Floyd UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 9475 MCGUIRE 37.690021 -82.714387 
16071004770000 Floyd HALL LEONARD HALL 3 MARTIN 37.510933 -82.658485 
16071015540000 Floyd KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1776 HIGNITE 37.617314 -82.7485 
16071017190000 Floyd SIGNAL OIL & GAS CO SIGNAL 1 HALL 37.493262 -82.758015 
16071020520000 Floyd COLUMBIA NATURAL RES INC CNR 24526 BUSH 37.473413 -82.608112 
16071020530000 Floyd EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT KL3-504714 NEWSOME 37.434821 -82.65656 
16089000050000 Greenup KY Drilling KY DRLG 1 HOWARD 38.429186 -82.89483 
16089001090000 Greenup ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 GILLIAM 38.602206 -83.067002 
16089001320000 Greenup AMERICAN PRODUCTION AMERICAN PROD 1 HERMANS 38.486325 -82.701387 
16089001470000 Greenup UNITED CARBON CO UNITED CARBON 2992 FELTY 38.416609 -82.950939 
16089001520000 Greenup MIDTERRA ASSOCIATES INC MIDTERRA 1 HUBER 38.584098 -83.082881 
16089001580000 Greenup COMMONWEALTH GAS CORP COMMONWEALTH 1 NEWELL 38.639506 -83.051367 
16089001740000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC SHEPHERD 1 38.452141 -82.816688 
16089001840000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC ALC, WRIGHT, 1 38.429401 -82.821718 
16089001880000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC SALLEY-ALC-INGLES UNIT 1 38.391101 -82.840288 
16089001930000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC ALC, 5 38.39728 -82.869382 
16089001990000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC ADL,14 38.48504 -82.798854 
16089002070000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC SHEPHERD, BRICE HRS (SHE 38.444155 -82.806633 
16089002240000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC ADDINGTON, 20 38.470632 -82.842226 
16089002250000 Greenup NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC BCG LAND LLC 38.443859 -82.841953 
16095000020000 Harlan KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1786 KENTENIA 36.930884 -83.200922 
16095000160000 Harlan PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 8832 BLANTON 36.849758 -83.403393 
16095000230000 Harlan A N R PRODUCTION CO A N R PROD KY3 PENN-VA 36.927659 -82.865764 
16095000260000 Harlan EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1106 POCAHONTAS DE 36.78158 -83.434336 
16095000300000 Harlan EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KP1183 CYPRESS 36.940593 -83.285458 
16095000310000 Harlan CUMBERLAND HARLAN EXPL CORP CUMB HARLAN 1 SAYLOR 36.807716 -83.502746 
16095000400000 Harlan ARK LAND CO ARK LAND E1 FEE 36.947346 -82.919459 
16095000490000 Harlan ARK LAND CO ARK LAND E3 FEE 36.912391 -83.018879 
16095000500000 Harlan ARK LAND CO ARK LAND E4 FEE 36.976066 -82.88421 
16095000800000 Harlan RAY RESOURCES INC RAY RESC 154 GA PACIFIC 36.994928 -83.164334 
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16095001310000 Harlan PENN-VIRGINIA OIL & GAS CORP PENN-VA 11 KENTENIA 36.812609 -83.471323 
16095002670000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.877584 -83.495187 
16095002690000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC DPI DPI-411 HENSLEY 36.823729 -83.492042 
16095002740000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC DPI DPI-425 SAYLOR 36.828949 -83.485541 
16095002760000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PETROLEUM INC DPI DPI-434 BLANTON 36.846515 -83.411077 
16095002960000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.861041 -83.485248 
16095003020000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PETROLEUM INC DPI DPI-530 BLANTON 36.857636 -83.39599 
16095003050000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PETROLEUM INC DPI DPI-531 BLANTON 36.851154 -83.396745 
16095003060000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.87275 -83.490947 
16095003070000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.869756 -83.485177 
16095003120000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PETROLEUM INC DPI DPI-524 BLANTON 36.863027 -83.396079 
16095003290000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.996623 -83.217213 
16095003300000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.863606 -83.461359 
16095003310000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.867998 -83.463805 
16095003320000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.934369 -83.21281 
16095003340000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.932672 -83.232557 
16095003390000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.929895 -83.227826 
16095003450000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.996521 -83.17449 
16095003460000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.932056 -83.316138 
16095003530000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.931612 -83.239899 
16095003560000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.936041 -83.321363 
16095003600000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.882346 -83.49195 
16095003610000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.984071 -83.237836 
16095003620000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.910493 -83.377576 
16095003630000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.906431 -83.380999 
16095003660000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.992446 -83.145787 
16095003700000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.946611 -83.255189 
16095003740000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.94309 -83.245475 
16095003760000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.902501 -83.386564 
16095003770000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.80689 -83.112505 
16095003860000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.928794 -83.245643 
16095003900000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.890498 -83.366702 
16095003930000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.886633 -83.370132 
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16095003940000 Harlan DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.882542 -83.384142 
16109000120000 Jackson TESTCO DRILLING INC ALPHA GAS 1 MOORE 37.294732 -83.981199 
16109000600000 Jackson LYNN OIL & GAS INC LYNN O&G 2 MOORE 37.34412 -83.880113 
16109000660000 Jackson DREW DRILLING INC DREW DRLG 1 SPURLOCK 37.415133 -83.937804 
16109000700000 Jackson ANASTASI DALE ANASTASI 1 FEE 37.366617 -83.923644 
16109000770000 Jackson MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 NEELEY 37.453656 -83.947515 
16109000900000 Jackson GARDINER SAM D GARDINER 1 GABBARD 37.400637 -83.853227 
16109001140000 Jackson PRUDENTIAL RESOURCES CORP PRUDENTIAL RESC 4 WARFOR 37.492808 -83.954269 
16109001270000 Jackson APPALACHIAN EXPLORATION LLC APPL EXPL 1 BOND 37.443168 -83.982761 
16115000210000 Johnson ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1R WRIGHT 37.948441 -82.953806 
16115001760000 Johnson LITTLE OPEC OIL & GAS SERV INC LITTLE OPEC 1 WILLIAMS 37.947824 -82.874804 
16115001820000 Johnson ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 MCCARTY 37.860579 -82.995353 
16115002440000 Johnson ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 TACKETT 37.853277 -82.967525 
16115002450000 Johnson ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 WILLIAMS 37.861279 -83.002592 
16115002870000 Johnson EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF952 EKPC 37.771225 -82.678369 
16115003050000 Johnson ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1R HAMBLEY 37.862982 -82.965032 
16115004290000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7188 RICE 37.723792 -82.90369 
16115004580000 Johnson GLOBAL DEV & EXP CO INC GLOBAL 4 BLEVINS 37.825134 -82.809351 
16115007560000 Johnson ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1-R ESSMAN ET AL 37.960549 -82.953703 
16115008210000 Johnson COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20101 FAIRCHILD 37.823213 -82.915688 
16115009610000 Johnson BUFFALO RESOURCES CORP BUFFALO RES 2 JAYNE 37.940341 -82.893101 
16115012660000 Johnson COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 9784T EVANS 37.972797 -82.919606 
16115012680000 Johnson ARCO EXPL DIV ATLANTIC-RICHFIELD ARCO 1 KYWVA 37.743945 -82.67206 
16115012690000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7314 DOLLARHIDE 37.785557 -82.751611 
16115012700000 Johnson U S SIGNAL 1972 PROGRAM LTD U S SIGNAL 1 ELKHORN COA 37.802567 -82.722085 
16115013550000 Magoffin BRADLEY CHARLES R DBA BASIN ENE BASIN ENERGY 1 NORDMAN 37.734498 -82.926845 
16115014340000 Johnson INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE SS 2 FEE 37.8608 -82.815736 
16115014350000 Johnson INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE SS 1 FEE 37.858247 -82.81274 
16115014420000 Johnson INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE SS 3 FEE 37.864673 -82.815199 
16115015040000 Johnson ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 3 SKAGGS 37.970326 -82.938597 
16115016310000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1290 CONLEY 37.792473 -82.852653 
16115016530000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 6831 HALL 37.733566 -82.846946 
16115016970000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7134 STAMBAUGH 37.880569 -82.850578 
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16115017190000 Johnson KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7066 WHITEHOUSE 37.864426 -82.68962 
16115018550000 Johnson INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE SS 4 FEE 37.863418 -82.818739 
16119000120000 Knott KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA K7 ARIO 37.441788 -83.044035 
16119000230000 Knott JIMMY HAMILTON GAS & OIL CO HAMILTON O&G 184 COX 37.373492 -83.024297 
16119000350000 Knott JIMMY HAMILTON GAS & OIL CO HAMILTON O&G 304 BAILEY 37.366188 -82.962906 
16119000780000 Knott EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF821 THORNSBERRY 37.31821 -82.824149 
16119000820000 Knott EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KL817 HALL 37.371025 -82.785365 
16119000840000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 E K R-STEWART 37.4845 -83.059217 
16119000880000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 22 EKY RLTY 37.476783 -83.085603 
16119002920000 Knott INLAND GAS CO INC INLAND GAS 570 SCHMIDT 37.434939 -83.12009 
16119003450000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 24 KYCOGA 37.29893 -83.062173 
16119003510000 Knott EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1162 EREX 37.286938 -82.720121 
16119005250000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 27 EKY RLTY 37.305096 -82.983872 
16119008360000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 125 EVANS 37.438718 -82.976917 
16119008430000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 22 CARRS FK COAL 37.25058 -82.940003 
16119008710000 Knott ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 27 CARRS FK COAL 37.249205 -83.000692 
16119011890000 Knott KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1540 HUNTER 37.459762 -82.853811 
16119017210000 Knott EQUITABLE PRODUCTION COMPANY EQT 505045 EVANS 37.455591 -82.942135 
16119017590000 Knott INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE 4 DAVIS 37.347355 -82.801601 
16119017910000 Knott COLUMBIA NATURAL RES INC CNR 24752 ELK HORN COAL 37.370201 -82.764414 
16119019300000 Knott EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 565545 EKPC 37.31987 -82.882185 
16119021040000 Knott OSBORNE OIL & GAS CO OSBORNE 5 AMBURGEY 37.332011 -82.991774 
16125000190000 Laurel RAMCO OIL & GAS CORP RAMCO O&G 1 HOSKINS 37.098332 -83.878047 
16127000600000 Lawrence M R I OF KENTUCKY INC MRI OF KY 2 FERGUSON 38.003384 -82.910375 
16127000740000 Lawrence ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 NEAL 38.156977 -82.768011 
16127001130000 Lawrence APPALACHIAN NATURAL GAS CORP APPALAC GAS 3 RIDGEWAY F 37.957781 -82.613596 
16127001330000 Lawrence ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1R HILLMAN 38.129493 -82.788918 
16127001360000 Lawrence DORAN & ASSOCIATES INC DORAN DD-1 SPARKS 38.073071 -82.849468 
16127001760000 Lawrence APPALACHIAN NATURAL GAS CORP APPALAC GAS 4 SEE 38.070683 -82.603699 
16127003230000 Lawrence EASTERN AMERICAN ENERGY CORP EASTERN AM 2 BRYANT 37.963189 -82.672476 
16127003830000 Lawrence MOUNTAIN ENERGY RESOURCES INC MOUNTAIN ENERGY 1 VANHO 37.946659 -82.647624 
16127004910000 Lawrence WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 HAYES-DAUGI 38.009919 -82.762123 
16127005410000 Lawrence KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1314 CORDLE 37.979923 -82.76863 
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16127005590000 Lawrence ROBERTSON COAL CO ROBERTSON 1 FEE 37.91065 -82.634771 
16127006050000 Lawrence Columbia Natural Res CNR 1 STUART 38.186645 -82.69762 
16127007790000 Lawrence COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20061T KRANITZ 38.147546 -82.6971 
16127007810000 Lawrence COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 9669 PIGG 38.074445 -82.684047 
16127007840000 Lawrence COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20505 SIMPSON 38.142397 -82.748492 
16127009440000 Lawrence MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 SMITH 38.023893 -82.809295 
16127009590000 Lawrence REYNOLDS W G REYNOLDS 1 HUGHES 38.08349 -82.694061 
16127013710000 Lawrence MET GAS CO, A PARTNERSHIP MET GAS 4 METGASCO 37.999698 -82.808501 
16127018520000 Lawrence Inland Gas INLAND GAS 542 YOUNG 38.226621 -82.744489 
16127018530000 Lawrence Columbia Gas Trans CNR 9557T FIEGER 38.05366 -82.585155 
16127019400000 Lawrence Gas Acquisition Corp GAC-3 38.005638 -82.742211 
16127019440000 Lawrence CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   38.022417 -82.930723 
16127021330000 Lawrence KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1501 HAYES 38.045077 -82.712902 
16127022350000 Lawrence COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 9558T JOBE 38.054483 -82.639394 
16127024650000 Lawrence MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 EDWARDS 38.074552 -82.937129 
16127026810000 Lawrence INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO   38.030659 -82.689596 
16127027110000 Lawrence INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO   38.06338 -82.677836 
16127030330000 Lawrence NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC   38.051473 -82.618764 
16127030390000 Lawrence NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC   38.049647 -82.630379 
16127030490000 Lawrence NYTIS EXPLORATION COMPANY, LLC   38.068873 -82.673643 
16129006050000 Lee RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 2P MARCUM 37.610985 -83.708608 
16129010950000 Lee BURCH CLYDE BURCH CLYDE 1 MCINTOSH 37.571896 -83.719395 
16129013030000 Lee ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 CABLE 37.689761 -83.744076 
16129013820000 Lee RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 1P TIPTON 37.622943 -83.6562 
16129018160000 Lee ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 393 EUREKA 37.667576 -83.700605 
16129019440000 Lee ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 DRAKE 37.666449 -83.793079 
16129019510000 Lee ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 GROSS 37.673741 -83.761816 
16129032310000 Lee OHIO KENTUCKY OIL CORPORATION OHIO-KY OIL 1 COMBS 37.59111 -83.577722 
16129037830000 Lee EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1060 BRANDENBURG 37.564968 -83.79747 
16129042830000 Lee ROGERS CLYDE ROGERS 7 FEE 37.603483 -83.75602 
16129044210000 Lee M & C ENERGY INC M&C ENERGY 1 ISAACS 37.542395 -83.903717 
16129044420000 Lee RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 3 HEAD 37.618559 -83.796061 
16129044950000 Lee FIRST SOUTH ENERGY CORP FIRST SOUTH 1 MAYS 37.504069 -83.751187 
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16129047980000 Lee EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1066 BRANDENBURG 37.523962 -83.831841 
16129050930000 Lee RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 3 MCINTOSH 37.54259 -83.643291 
16129053270000 Lee OHIO KENTUCKY OIL CORPORATION OHIO-KY OIL 1 DAVIS 37.596242 -83.603017 
16131000330000 Leslie CABOT OIL & GAS CORP CABOT O&G 2 SMEPA 36.966755 -83.509905 
16131000340000 Leslie CABOT OIL & GAS CORP CABOT O&G 4 SMEPA 36.910163 -83.475036 
16131000400000 Leslie KEPCO INC KEPCO 1762 KYCOGA 37.193776 -83.337441 
16131000490000 Leslie PETROLEUM CORP OF TEXAS PET CORP OF TX 37 FORDSO 37.028066 -83.509128 
16131000680000 Leslie BRITISH AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP BRITISH AM PET 13 LOVERI 37.12999 -83.453852 
16131001200000 Leslie PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 8706 HENSLEY 37.268654 -83.432982 
16131001210000 Leslie RILEY KENTUCKY INC RILEY KY 5 SLUSHER 36.93713 -83.398743 
16131001420000 Leslie BRITISH AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP BRITISH AM PET 38 HOSKIN 37.110991 -83.369314 
16131001600000 Leslie RILEY KENTUCKY INC RILEY KY 20 HOSKINS 37.045284 -83.395622 
16131001730000 Leslie SOMERSET GAS CO SOMERSET 1 MORLANDBELL 37.155722 -83.388814 
16131002100000 Leslie RILEY KENTUCKY INC RILEY KY 1 HENSLEY 37.12862 -83.294584 
16131002110000 Leslie RILEY KENTUCKY INC RILEY KY 15 SMEPA 36.913816 -83.478798 
16131002180000 Leslie EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF904 EREX 36.97326 -83.421366 
16131002540000 Leslie PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 8842 FORDSON COA 37.042097 -83.465582 
16131002650000 Leslie EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1108 EREC 36.901956 -83.425983 
16131003390000 Leslie KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1697 KYCOGA 37.216692 -83.30694 
16131003490000 Leslie PETROLEUM CORP OF TEXAS PET CORP OF TX 3 KYWVA 37.170932 -83.455056 
16131003680000 Leslie KEPCO INC KEPCO KL551 MELTON 37.210031 -83.384782 
16131003910000 Leslie KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7060 HAMILTON 37.178127 -83.2316 
16131004470000 Leslie PETER WIDENER CO PETE WIDENER 1 WELLS & W 37.13318 -83.219959 
16131006130000 Leslie ANDERSON BRUCE ANDERSON 2-8661 US GOV 37.252564 -83.469667 
16131007030000 Leslie KEPCO INC KEPCO KL589 COLWELL 37.284594 -83.355832 
16131009000000 Leslie UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 8437T FORDSON COAL 37.229306 -83.45815 
16131009530000 Leslie KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7301 LEWIS 37.040567 -83.222045 
16131010110000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS SB-55 ADAMS 37.113719 -83.285239 
16131010170000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.976794 -83.270722 
16131010230000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS SB-59 WASHBURN 37.121135 -83.289112 
16131010240000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS SB-60 MAGGARD 37.116488 -83.292284 
16131010380000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 104 WOOTEN 37.114001 -83.341618 
16131010390000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 105 HOSKINS 37.113411 -83.346909 
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16131010480000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 107 RADER 37.115693 -83.325379 
16131010520000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 109 HOSKINS 37.088932 -83.3175 
16131010540000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 111 HENSLEY 37.089841 -83.339006 
16131010550000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 112 MORGAN 37.088193 -83.334103 
16131010560000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 115 SIZEMORE 37.078893 -83.377143 
16131010630000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 102 MORGAN 37.111658 -83.309843 
16131010640000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 116 JOSEPH 37.085919 -83.339675 
16131010650000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.975365 -83.332274 
16131010660000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.959138 -83.356868 
16131010730000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 119 MORGAN MTN 37.070086 -83.399522 
16131010790000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 121 COLLETT 37.07317 -83.414293 
16131010820000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.9773 -83.257416 
16131010860000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 132 MORGAN 37.082532 -83.387842 
16131010870000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 133 MORGAN 37.078796 -83.385446 
16131010880000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.981862 -83.327621 
16131010890000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.997585 -83.349365 
16131010900000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.93992 -83.450864 
16131010910000 Leslie DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.980717 -83.250028 
16131011170000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 108 HOSKINS 37.085573 -83.324005 
16131011230000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 134 HENSLEY 37.10337 -83.374176 
16131011240000 Leslie CLEAN GAS INC CLEAN GAS 136 HENSLEY 37.102964 -83.380368 
16133000430000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7033 CAUDILL 37.118629 -83.007688 
16133001100000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7169 CAUDILL 37.131918 -82.985275 
16133001190000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1419 WHITAKER 37.100451 -83.034162 
16133001420000 Letcher WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 POTTER 37.186733 -82.626174 
16133001440000 Letcher WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 BENTLEY 37.244198 -82.73809 
16133001490000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1669 FORDSON COAL 37.051219 -83.023749 
16133001570000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7287 AKEMON 37.065938 -82.942002 
16133001820000 Letcher KEPCO INC KEPCO KL395 WOLFE 37.204425 -82.897136 
16133002250000 Letcher EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1054 EREC 37.131716 -82.80669 
16133002260000 Letcher EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1045 EREC 37.14271 -82.865469 
16133002280000 Letcher EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1073 ELKHORN COAL 37.163004 -82.793773 
16133002800000 Letcher EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1257 EREX 37.152979 -83.031092 
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16133002900000 Letcher KEPCO INC KEPCO KF509 MARTIN 37.227118 -82.793612 
16133003660000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7180 ISON 37.119235 -82.966293 
16133003880000 Letcher EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1359 EREX 37.169262 -83.002322 
16133005700000 Letcher KINZER J W KINZER 1003 PIKE LETCHER 37.240994 -82.812154 
16133008090000 Letcher KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1743 ELKHORN COAL 37.147218 -82.708399 
16133008750000 Letcher JOURNEY OPERATING LLC JOURNEY BCDV-54 COOK 37.12165 -83.044828 
16133010790000 Letcher DAUGHERTY PET INC   36.972823 -83.099332 
16133013180000 Letcher EQT EQT 566765 EQT 37.230348 -82.703897 
16135000020000 Lewis HURTT W C HURTT 1 STACY 38.417019 -83.430974 
16135000090000 Lewis UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 9060 SHEPHARD 38.363863 -83.272498 
16135000100000 Lewis ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 WOLFE 38.536157 -83.130366 
16135000220000 Lewis MIDTERRA ASSOCIATES INC MIDTERRA 1 BUCKNER 38.542389 -83.299206 
16135000250000 Lewis HAR-KEN Oil Co HAR-KEN 1 MEAD 38.602136 -83.098254 
16153000550000 Magoffin EQUITABLE PETROLEUM CORP EQT 6 BORDERS 37.795286 -83.032359 
16153008040000 Magoffin TRICOR INC TRICOR 2 KINSER 37.69476 -83.034631 
16153010170000 Magoffin AEI-KAARS DRILLING VENTURES AEI-KAARS 8 COLLINSWORTH 37.747649 -82.995429 
16153011220000 Magoffin SAN JUAN OIL CO SAN JUAN OIL 1 KYWVA 37.702154 -82.951685 
16153011450000 Magoffin HUNSAKER OIL CO HUNSAKER 1 WIREMAN 37.578019 -82.987328 
16153013410000 Magoffin CNG PRODUCING CO CNG AA2 HOWARD 37.7935 -83.069674 
16153023260000 Magoffin ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1-R GILLESPIE 37.861293 -83.019328 
16153024860000 Magoffin WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 ALLEN 37.602568 -82.943847 
16153024870000 Magoffin WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 KYWVA 37.736034 -83.129597 
16153025400000 Magoffin WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 SALYERS 37.641597 -83.016988 
16153028530000 Magoffin CNG PRODUCING CO CNG AA12 NW PA BANK 37.641116 -83.142297 
16159000010000 Martin COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20536 POCAHONTAS DEV 37.871979 -82.463421 
16159000230000 Martin ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 2 KIRK & MAYNARD 37.929554 -82.587404 
16159000270000 Martin PLATEAU RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT PLATEAU RESC PR-14 AGASS 37.778794 -82.624196 
16159000630000 Martin COARK DEVELOPMENT INC COARK DEV LC2 CASSADY 37.821843 -82.517924 
16159000760000 Martin FAITHFUL HOLDING CO INC FAITHFUL 1 BARKSDALE 37.812149 -82.570003 
16159001150000 Martin COLUMBIA NATURAL RESOURCES INC CNR 21739 POCHAHONTAS DE 37.699137 -82.459487 
16159001160000 Martin COLUMBIA NATURAL RESOURCES INC CNR 21738 POCAHONTAS DEV 37.69131 -82.469129 
16159001280000 Martin GILBERT IMPORTED HARDWOOD INC GILBERT 1 HENSLEY 37.802789 -82.386247 
16159001310000 Martin GILBERT IMPORTED HARDWOOD INC GILBERT 1 PREECE 37.795758 -82.44904 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16159001360000 Martin K V OIL & GAS INC KV O&G MR275 WILSON 37.718028 -82.441293 
16159001490000 Martin J M L OIL & GAS CO J M L O&G 117 HOWARD 37.77286 -82.456374 
16159001800000 Martin J M L OIL & GAS CO J M L O&G 110 MCCOY 37.72102 -82.575948 
16159002400000 Martin COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20336 FEE 37.775878 -82.494164 
16159002450000 Martin COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20456 POCAHONTAS DEV 37.746665 -82.450994 
16159002540000 Martin UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 9384 FEDERAL GO&C 37.701884 -82.412387 
16159002550000 Martin United Fuel Gas UFG 9444 FEE 37.832743 -82.425518 
16159002910000 Martin C D & G ENT-GARY C JOHNSON CD&G 3 HOWARD 37.816487 -82.581339 
16159007840000 Martin P K V LTD PARTNERSHIP PKV LTD MR279 JUDE 37.763333 -82.371065 
16159010420000 Martin UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 8610T JASPER 37.856796 -82.521909 
16159013830000 Martin WEAVER OIL & GAS CORP WEAVER O&G 1 KYWVA 37.843092 -82.644753 
16159014850000 Martin INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE 3 JUDE 37.776178 -82.453305 
16165000120000 Menifee STANTON DRILLING CO INC STANTON N12 KY CHILDREN' 37.865651 -83.650883 
16165000350000 Menifee STANTON DRILLING CO INC STANTON 10A TOLSON 37.916893 -83.546234 
16165001270000 Menifee ANDERSON BRUCE ANDERSON 1 US GOV 38.034514 -83.565848 
16165001290000 Menifee MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 CAMPBELL 37.873616 -83.551295 
16165001300000 Menifee UNITED FUEL GAS CO UFG 9380 BROWN 38.00961 -83.512931 
16175000040000 Morgan DREW DRILLING INC DREW DRLG 1 WHITLEY 37.744735 -83.289113 
16175000050000 Morgan TEXAS INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM TEXAS INT PET 1 JOHNSON 37.9234 -83.182605 
16175000060000 Morgan TEXAS INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM TEXAS INT PET 1 HOLBROOK 37.932104 -83.080834 
16175000070000 Morgan TEXAS INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM TEXAS INT PET 1 CARPENTE 37.840013 -83.20912 
16175000330000 Morgan TEXAS INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM TEXAS INT PET 1 HOPKINS 37.868705 -83.136242 
16175000480000 Morgan DREW DRILLING INC DREW DRLG 1 TAULBEE 37.836469 -83.388951 
16175001270000 Morgan ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 BROWN 37.969171 -83.043335 
16175001320000 Morgan PELFREY ROBERT C PELFREY 1 WALTERS 37.921093 -83.268369 
16175001410000 Morgan DUFFY OLIVER H & W D RICHARDSON DUFFY 3 RAY 37.799594 -83.343587 
16175001450000 Morgan MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 STACY 37.864365 -83.369618 
16175001460000 Morgan MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 BLANTON 37.922271 -83.458911 
16175001470000 Morgan DEHART OIL CO & ALFRED LEROY DEHART 1 VANCE 37.936303 -83.339737 
16175001500000 Morgan ASHLAND OIL & REFINING CO INC ASHLAND 1 LEE CLAY 38.044509 -83.306498 
16175001520000 Morgan CARSON ASSOCIATES, INC   37.792467 -83.345749 
16175001730000 Morgan HAY EXPLORATION, INC   37.92044 -83.105021 
16175001960000 Morgan MONITOR PETROLEUM CORP MONITOR PET 1 ISON 37.987582 -83.039886 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16175002330000 Morgan TEXAS INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM TEXAS INT PET 1 LEWIS 37.980812 -83.166736 
16175002520000 Morgan WHEELER & CO WHEELER 1 WHEELER 37.971861 -83.12225 
16189000640000 Owsley KENTUCKY-TENN EXPLORATION CO INC KY-TENN 1 ABSHER 37.516768 -83.62382 
16189000710000 Owsley MIDAMCO INC MIDAMCO 1 MCWHORTER 37.412978 -83.801727 
16189000840000 Owsley ANDERSON BRUCE ANDERSON 19679 US GOV 37.477172 -83.846821 
16189000970000 Owsley THE WISER OIL CO WISER 1 EARLE-STEGAR 37.34446 -83.602871 
16189001330000 Owsley OHIO KENTUCKY OIL CORPORATION OHIO-KY OIL 1 GABBARD 37.387817 -83.624496 
16189001400000 Owsley OHIO KENTUCKY OIL CORPORATION OHIO-KY OIL 1 HUDSON 37.386442 -83.769511 
16189001490000 Owsley EASTERN OWSLEY OIL CO EASTERN OWSL 1 MCINTOSH 37.455718 -83.648862 
16193000500000 Perry B J INC B J 1 DUFF 37.360443 -83.322072 
16193000720000 Perry PENN-VIRGINIA RESOURCE CORP PENN-VA 8705 CAMPBELL 37.27198 -83.24964 
16193000970000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1283 COMBS 37.216419 -83.10298 
16193002160000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 1347 YOUNG 37.143229 -83.06604 
16193002860000 Perry EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1179 EREX 37.226564 -83.082244 
16193002940000 Perry EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1194 EQUITABLE 37.185105 -83.050127 
16193005260000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 6929 GAYHEART 37.32404 -83.16295 
16193005420000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 6986 CORNETT 37.126286 -83.117038 
16193005800000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7186 COMBS 37.304984 -83.197901 
16193005910000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7067 FUGATE 37.376261 -83.128065 
16193006060000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7256 KY UNION CO 37.065661 -83.092521 
16193006170000 Perry EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1278 EREX 37.039441 -83.080379 
16193007410000 Perry KINZER J W KINZER 7MONTGOMERY COAL 37.196636 -83.00639 
16193008320000 Perry V M & M MINING INC VM&M T33 BEGLEY 37.279926 -83.296841 
16193008440000 Perry EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1113 EARL 37.317788 -83.539433 
16193008500000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7239 COMBS 37.36212 -83.198778 
16193008720000 Perry ARCO EXPL DIV ATLANTIC-RICHFIELD ARCO 1 DUFF 37.365798 -83.324084 
16193009540000 Perry EQUITABLE PRODUCTION COMPANY EQT KL6-504954 EQUITABLE 37.165622 -83.08034 
16193009630000 Perry EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT KL6-504727 SIZEMORE 37.150374 -83.154906 
16193009980000 Perry JOURNEY OPERATING LLC JOURNEY HFDV#4 EKPC 37.210278 -83.082494 
16193010960000 Perry KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7297 FUGATE 37.406754 -83.239427 
16193012220000 Perry EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 561962 FEE 37.169975 -83.087478 
16193012430000 Perry KINZER J W KINZER 1427 KINZER 37.180787 -83.016275 
16193012590000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.016154 -83.13864 
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UWI/API COUNTY OPERERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
16193012660000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.016693 -83.126803 
16193012680000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.019426 -83.129676 
16193012710000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.033237 -83.176342 
16193012720000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.035758 -83.14759 
16193012770000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.019615 -83.135846 
16193012780000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.022691 -83.127007 
16193012910000 Perry DAUGHERTY PET INC   37.033756 -83.165001 
16193013640000 Perry EQUITABLE PRODUCTION COMPANY EQT 566952 ENGLE 37.09754 -83.078543 
16193013960000 Perry EQUITABLE PRODUCTION COMPANY EQT 566949 MINIARD 37.081903 -83.088844 
16193015230000 Perry EQT EQT 567319 EQT 37.180215 -83.180018 
16195000310000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 4 JUSTICE 37.461608 -82.368808 
16195001600000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 75 COLONY COAL 37.402372 -82.311506 
16195001650000 Pike P T C INC P T C 8 V I C C 37.452765 -82.569299 
16195001830000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 89 COLONY COAL 37.299092 -82.39358 
16195002020000 Pike K V OIL & GAS INC KV O&G PK309 POCAHONTAS 37.608206 -82.227601 
16195002240000 Pike BOB HURT DRILLING CO BOB HURT 10 COWPEN LAND 37.533982 -82.568266 
16195002270000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 9 FEE 37.650871 -82.262384 
16195003090000 Pike EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC 5766 EKPC 37.36883 -82.535789 
16195003160000 Pike COARK DEVELOPMENT INC COARK DEV 1 SCOTT 37.556621 -82.504012 
16195003850000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER A4 WOLFPIT 37.287836 -82.438156 
16195003900000 Pike EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION CO EKPC KF893 EKPC 37.465601 -82.444531 
16195003980000 Pike EASTERN KENTUCKY PRODUCTION EKPC KL971 PINSON 37.54708 -82.435273 
16195004250000 Pike EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1039 EREX 37.587003 -82.598444 
16195005560000 Pike EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1109 EREX 37.607102 -82.476388 
16195006210000 Pike EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KL1199 HATCHER 37.29388 -82.556407 
16195006240000 Pike EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1206 EREX 37.622312 -82.558911 
16195007110000 Pike COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 224 BERWIND 37.375477 -82.267632 
16195011170000 Pike KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 6416 SMITH 37.614021 -82.371884 
16195013700000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 REPUBLIC STEEL 37.374463 -82.371766 
16195013720000 PIKE C D & G ENT-GARY C JOHNSON CD&G SC-7 ROBINSON 37.633761 -82.51982 
16195013920000 Pike EQUITABLE RESOURCES EXPL INC EQT KF1256 EREX 37.27412 -82.507746 
16195014260000 Pike P T C INC P T C 9 BEVINS 37.67827 -82.379469 
16195014860000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 119 COLONY COAL 37.364463 -82.596437 
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16195015220000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 REPUBLIC STEEL 37.379374 -82.452453 
16195015370000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 36 ADKINS 37.435358 -82.514302 
16195017180000 Pike INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS CO INTERSTATE 3 PANTHER LAN 37.292964 -82.61809 
16195023160000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 69 FORD MOTOR 37.521714 -82.276921 
16195023420000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 98 SMITH 37.52192 -82.307795 
16195023880000 Pike Kinzer J W KINZER 6 ROGERS BROS TRU 37.653259 -82.302455 
16195023900000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER R-3 ROGERS BROS T 37.63261 -82.322574 
16195023970000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND B-36 CHESAPEAKE 37.467597 -82.238795 
16195024180000 Pike REUBEN L GRAHAM INC RL GRAHAM 78 FORD MOTOR 37.531858 -82.284611 
16195025360000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 58 TIERNEY LAND 37.578836 -82.282679 
16195025600000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 111 FORD MOTOR 37.531131 -82.225264 
16195025790000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER JC-147 PAKULA 37.537692 -82.371534 
16195025840000 Pike Ashland Exploration ASHLAND D-7 EMPEROR COAL 37.533138 -82.13336 
16195025910000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 FORD ET AL 37.573734 -82.181155 
16195026080000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 1 SMITH UNIT 37.571054 -82.283974 
16195026910000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 60 FORD MOTOR 37.527191 -82.18526 
16195026980000 Pike ASHLAND EXPLORATION INC ASHLAND 7 FORD 37.396233 -82.406014 
16195033660000 Pike COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CORP CNR 20257 KENTLAND 37.389758 -82.216252 
16195037180000 Pike SIGNAL OIL & GAS CO SIGNAL 1 STRATTON 37.482116 -82.462955 
16195042760000 Pike EASTERN STATES OIL & GAS INC EASTERN ST 1-285 EMPEROR 37.554198 -82.147854 
16195043430000 Pike EASTERN STATES OIL & GAS INC EASTERN ST 4-142 WEDDING 37.511851 -82.521746 
16195043610000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1052 FEE 37.531742 -82.011375 
16195043830000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1055 AGEE 37.536891 -82.071417 
16195043840000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1057 AGEE 37.529948 -82.07746 
16195043860000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1061 AGEE 37.519469 -82.068492 
16195043890000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1056 AGEE 37.534013 -82.065422 
16195043900000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1058 AGEE 37.5303 -82.055531 
16195043910000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1060 AGEE 37.525016 -82.079094 
16195044010000 Pike KINZER J W KINZER 1065 FEE 37.52723 -82.00751 
16195045970000 Pike EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 504973 ROWE 37.530004 -82.280266 
16195046020000 Pike EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 505022 FEE 37.505458 -82.35857 
16195047580000 Pike EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 504402 EKPC 37.524141 -82.464763 
16195048350000 Pike BLUE FLAME ENERGY CORP BLUE FLAME K-2202 EQT 37.295814 -82.509655 
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16195048370000 Pike BLUE FLAME ENERGY CORP BLUE FLAME K-2203 EQT 37.292549 -82.512251 
16195051310000 Pike KENTUCKY WEST VIRGINIA GAS CO KYWVA 7329 MOORE 37.247938 -82.515512 
16195053440000 PIKE EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO. EQT 504733 DOTSON 37.475211 -82.228329 
16195055840000 PIKE EQUITABLE PRODUCTION CO EQT 505320 EKPC 37.456462 -82.381875 
16195058900000 Pike BLUE FLAME ENERGY CORP BLUE FLAME K-2605 BATTEN 37.294436 -82.516127 
16195060410000 Pike EQUITABLE PRODUCTION COMPANY EQT 504353 37.312574 -82.385878 
16197000640000 Powell SUN OIL CO SUN OIL 2 ASHLEY 37.743669 -83.7273 
16197002500000 Powell WRIGHT ENERGY CORP WRIGHT M8I SOUTHFORK UNI 37.767422 -83.808336 
16197006310000 Powell COMPASS DEVELOPMENT CO INC COMPASS ED8W CAMPBELL 37.753835 -83.745923 
16205000110000 Rowan KENTUCKY CENTRAL & CO KY CENTRAL 1 PERKINS 38.09768 -83.347297 
16205000120000 Rowan PENNZOIL CO PENNZOIL 1 JONES 38.165514 -83.304397 
16237000310000 Wolfe SUN OIL CO SUN OIL 91 LEDFORD-WHITE 37.736439 -83.669173 
16237001280000 Wolfe RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 1 DAY 37.769704 -83.619086 
16237001720000 Wolfe RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 1P LITTLE 37.663457 -83.57858 
16237001760000 Wolfe HEADEN CHARLES HEADEN 1 SMITH 37.714102 -83.650558 
16237003540000 Wolfe RAVENNA OIL CO INC RAVENNA 1P ALEXANDER 37.686715 -83.596092 
16237004390000 Wolfe QUAD-TEX OIL & GAS INC QUAD-TEX 2 PASLEY 37.681662 -83.632323 
16237004400000 Wolfe OIL CONSULTING SERVICES INC OIL CONSULTING 3 MULLINS 37.697455 -83.566404 
16237006880000 Wolfe REXPLORE KOIL & CONCORD DRLG REXPLORE 2 GRAHAM 37.762085 -83.449041 
16237006920000 Wolfe DREW DRILLING INC DREW DRLG 1 COMBS 37.722649 -83.590611 
16237006940000 Wolfe FAULKNER DRILLING CO INC FAULKNER 1P NEELEY 37.664419 -83.529614 
16237007040000 Wolfe WYNN NEIL R WYNN 1 PATTON 37.715792 -83.507443 
16237007600000 Wolfe G E WARREN ENERGY CORP GE WARREN ENERGY 1 BOWM 37.823205 -83.516402 
16237008060000 Wolfe EXXON CORP EXXON 1 BANKS 37.708602 -83.367779 
16237008070000 Wolfe KIN-ARK OIL CO KIN-ARK 1 CHAMBERS 37.754069 -83.458622 
16237008260000 Wolfe MILLER OIL & GAS CO   37.774246 -83.491463 
16237008410000 Wolfe MILLER OIL & GAS   37.766502 -83.490874 
16237009650000 Wolfe KENTUCKY DRILLING & OPERATING CO KY DRLG 1 DAY 37.776004 -83.633142 
34087202190000 Lawrence N/A   38.605728 -82.642907 
34145202120000 Scioto, OH ARISTECH CHEMICAL CORP   38.59135 -82.82079 
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APPENDIX B 
Cross Section Wells and Locations 
 
 Dip 1 Section Line      
# UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16135000250000 Lewis HAR-KEN Oil Co HAR-KEN 1 MEAD 38.602136 -83.098254 
2 16089001520000 Greenup MidTerra Assoc MIDTERRA 1 HUBER 38.5840977 -83.082881 
3 16089000050000 Greenup KY Drilling KY DRLG 1 HOWARD 38.429186 -82.89483 
4 16043000410000 Carter Inland Gas INLAND GAS 538 FEE 38.290089 -82.799921 
5 16019001310000 Boyd Inland Gas INLAND GAS 533 FEE 38.297255 -82.761981 
6 16127018520000 Lawrence Inland Gas INLAND GAS 542 YOUNG 38.226621 -82.744489 
7 16127006050000 Lawrence Columbia Natural Res CNR 1 STUART 38.186645 -82.69762 
8 16127018530000 Lawrence Columbia Gas Trans CNR 9557T FIEGER 38.05366 -82.585155 
9 16159002550000 Martin United Fuel Gas UFG 9444 FEE 37.832743 -82.425518 
10 16195023880000 Pike Kinzer J W KINZER 6 ROGERS BROS 37.653259 -82.302455 
11 16195025840000 Pike Ashland Exploration ASHLAND D-7 EMPEROR 37.533138 -82.13336 
       
 Dip 2 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16135000220000 Lewis MidTerra Assoc MIDTERRA 1 BUCKNER 38.542389 -83.299206 
2 16043000330000 Carter Columbia Natural Res   38.463313 -83.113073 
3 16043000520000 Carter Hay Exploration HAY EXPL 1 FLAUGHER 38.205773 -82.949184 
4 16127000740000 Lawrence Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 NEAL 38.156977 -82.768011 
5 16127021330000 Lawrence KY-WV GAS KYWVA 1501 HAYES 38.045077 -82.712902 
6 16127003230000 Lawrence Eastern American EASTERN AM 2 BRYANT 37.963189 -82.672476 
7 16159000630000 Martin Coark Development COARK DEV LC2 CASSADY 37.821843 -82.517924 
8 16195023420000 Pike Kinzer J W KINZER 98 SMITH 37.52192 -82.307795 
9 16195023970000 Pike Ashland Exploration ASHLAND B-36 CHESAPEAKE  37.467597 -82.238795 
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 Dip 3 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16135000090000 Lewis United Fuel Gas Co UFG 9060 SHEPHARD 38.363863 -83.272498 
2 16043000780000 Carter Carter Development CARTER DEV 4 COLEMAN 38.333413 -83.201295 
3 16043000800000 Carter Ashland Oil & Refining ASHLAND 11-1 STAPLETON 38.293353 -83.1112504 
4 16063006430000 Elliott Ashland Oil & Refining ASHLAND 1 GILLIAM 38.122243 -83.078535 
5 16063006650000 Elliott Carson Associates, Inc CARSON 33 LAWSON 38.053425 -83.052983 
6 16115009610000 Johnson Buffalo Resources Co BUFFALO RES 2 JAYNE 37.940341 -82.893101 
7 16115004580000 Johnson Global Dev & Exp Co Inc GLOBAL 4 BLEVINS 37.825134 -82.809351 
8 16071003430000 Floyd United Fuel Gas Co UFG 9475 MCGUIRE 37.690021 -82.714387 
9 16195004250000 Pike EQT  EQT KL1039 EREX 37.587003 -82.598444 
10 16195060410000 Pike EQT  EQT 504353 37.312574 -82.385878 
       
 Dip 4 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16165001270000 Menifee Anderson Bruce ANDERSON 1 US GOV 38.034514 -83.565848 
2 16175001460000 Morgan Monitor Petroleum MONITOR PET 1 BLA 37.922271 -83.458911 
3 16175001520000 Morgan Carson Associates, Inc   37.792467 -83.345749 
4 16025007050000 Breathitt EQT EQT KF1013 EREX 37.615936 -83.148428 
5 16025004210000 Breathitt Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 EVANS 37.588439 -83.06699 
6 16025005080000 Breathitt Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 116 EVANS 37.548652 -83.102566 
7 16119008360000 Knott Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 125 EVANS 37.438718 -82.976917 
8 16133013180000 Letcher EQT EQT 566765 EQT 37.230348 -82.703897 
       
 Dip 5 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16129013030000 Lee Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 CABLE 37.689761 -83.744076 
2 16025009950000 Breathitt Panbowl Production Co PANBOWL GA1 JETT 37.537706 -83.534104 
3 16025007100000 Breathitt EQT  EQT KP1149 EREX 37.430514 -83.337986 
4 16193005800000 Perry KY-WV GAS KYWVA 7186 COMBS 37.304984 -83.197901 
5 16193009980000 Perry Journey Operating LLC JOURNEY HFDV#4 E 37.210278 -83.082494 
6 16133003660000 Letcher KY-WV GAS KYWVA 7180 ISON 37.119235 -82.966293 
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 Strike 1 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16095002740000 Harlan Daugherty Petroleum Inc DPI DPI-425 SAYLOR 36.828949 -83.485541 
2 16095003700000 Harlan Daugherty Petroleum Inc   36.946611 -83.255189 
3 16133003660000 Letcher KY-WV GAS KYWVA 7180 ISON 37.119235 -82.966293 
4 16133013180000 Letcher EQT EQT 566765 EQT 37.230348 -82.703897 
5 16195017180000 Pike Interstate Natural Gas INTERSTATE 3 PANTHER LAND 37.292964 -82.61809 
6 16195006210000 Pike EQT  EQT KL1199 HATCHER 37.29388 -82.556407 
7 16195060410000 Pike EQT  EQT 504353 37.312574 -82.385878 
8 16195023970000 Pike Ashland Exploration ASHLAND B-36 CHESAPEAKE 37.467597 -82.238795 
9 4704500496 Logan, WV Cities Service Oil & Gas Cities Service Oil & Gas Corp. 37.724143 -81.860383 
       
 Strike 2 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16051009730000 Clay Miller Services Inc MILLER 1 BIGE 37.115933 -83.550872 
2 16193005800000 Perry KY-WV GAS KYWVA 7186 COMBS 37.304984 -83.197901 
3 16119008360000 Knott Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 125 EVANS 37.438718 -82.976917 
4 16071001100000 Floyd Eastern Kentucky Prod EKPC KF419 CRUM 37.547833 -82.727385 
5 16195004250000 Pike EQT  EQT KL1039 EREX 37.587003 -82.598444 
6 16159001150000 Martin Columbia Natural Res CNR 21739 POCHAHONTAS 37.699137 -82.459487 
7 4705900805 Mingo, WV Columbia Natural Res COLUMBIA GAS 37.904437 -82.16927 
       
 Strike 3 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16051000890000 Clay RAMCO Oil & Gas Corp RAMCO O&G 1 BOWLING 37.085455 -83.70626 
2 16025007100000 Breathitt EQT  EQT KP1149 EREX 37.430514 -83.337986 
3 16025005080000 Breathitt Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 116 EVANS 37.548652 -83.102566 
4 16025004210000 Breathitt Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 EVANS 37.588439 -83.06699 
5 16153025400000 Magoffin Weaver Oil & Gas Corp WEAVER O&G 1 SALYERS 37.641597 -83.016988 
6 16071000430000 Floyd KEPCO Inc KEPCO KL436 HALL 37.695632 -82.864997 
7 16115004580000 Johnson Global Dev & Exp Co Inc GLOBAL 4 BLEVINS 37.825134 -82.809351 
8 16127003230000 Lawrence Eastern American Energy EASTERN AM 2 BRYANT 37.963189 -82.672476 
9 4709901572 Wayne, WV Exxon EXXON 38.221803 -82.534439 
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 Strike 4 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16051001790000 Clay RAMCO Oil & Gas Corp RAMCO O&G 1 PENNINGTON 37.149266 -83.850266 
2 16051004110000 Clay Alpha Gas Development ALPHA GAS 3 BISHOP 37.33562 -83.672946 
3 16025006860000 Breathitt Howell Jerry F HOWELL 1 FEE 37.548031 -83.356488 
4 16153000550000 Magoffin EQT  EQT 6 BORDERS 37.795286 -83.032359 
5 16127000600000 Lawrence MRI Of Kentucky Inc MRI OF KY 2 FERGUSON 38.003384 -82.910375 
6 16127000740000 Lawrence Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 NEAL 38.156977 -82.768011 
7 16127018520000 Lawrence Inland Gas INLAND GAS 542 YOUNG 38.226621 -82.744489 
8 16019000890000 Boyd Inland Gas INLAND GAS 537 FANNIN 38.346787 -82.688411 
9 34087202190000 Lawrence, OH N/A   38.605728 -82.642907 
       
 Strike 5 Section Line      
 UWI/API COUNTY OPERATOR WELL LABEL LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
1 16109001270000 Jackson Appalachian Exploration APPL EXPL 1 BOND 37.443168 -83.982761 
2 16129013030000 Lee Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 CABLE 37.689761 -83.744076 
3 16237000310000 Wolfe SUN OIL CO SUN OIL 91 LEDFORD-WHITE 37.736439 -83.669173 
4 16237009650000 Wolfe KY Drilling & Operating KY DRLG 1 DAY 37.776004 -83.633142 
5 16165001270000 Menifee Anderson Bruce ANDERSON 1 US GOV 38.034514 -83.565848 
6 16043000720000 Carter Ashland Exploration ASHLAND 1 N AM 38.240058 -83.271408 
7 16043000780000 Carter Carter Development Co Inc CARTER DEV 4 COLEMAN 38.333413 -83.201295 
8 16043000330000 Carter Columbia Natural Res   38.463313 -83.113073 
9 16089001520000 Greenup MidTerra Assoc MIDTERRA 1 HUBER 38.584098 -83.082881 
10 16135000250000 Lewis HAR-KEN Oil Co HAR-KEN 1 MEAD 38.602136 -83.098254 
11 16089001580000 Greenup Commonwealth Gas COMMONWEALTH 1 NEWELL 38.639506 -83.051367 
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Appendix C 
Core Descriptions 
 
UWI 16127005150000 
Core 1122 
Milton Moore 
Lawrence County, KY 
Depths are Measured Depth (ft) 
 
 Description 
1235  
  gray, silty shale 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, sedimnt deformation, flow roll 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, sedimnt deformation, flow roll, flame structure 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, sedimnt deformation, flow roll 
1240 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, sedimnt deformation, flow roll, flame structure 
  sandstone, massive, pyritic, some fe-staining 
 sandstone, sediment deformation, horiz to subhoriz offset fractures 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, fe-staining 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
1245 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
  sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
 sandstone, sediment deformation, churned, vert. offset fx, fe-staining 
 sandstone, sediment deformation 
 sanstone, fine grain, massive 
1250 sandstone, sediment deformation, flow roll, shale clast 
  sandstone, fine grain, massive, lam/sed deform/flowroll at 1251' 4" 
 sandstone, fine grain, massive 
 sandstone, fine grain, massive 
 sandstone, fine grain, massive 
1255 sandstone, fine grain, massive 
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  sandstone, fine grain, massive 
 sandstone, fine grain, massive; low to mod angle lam at 1256' 7" 
 sandstone, fine grain, massive 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, flow roll, scour surface at 1258'2" & 1258'6"; load structure at 1258'4" 
1260 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; sharp shale contact at 1259'3" 
  sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; 1260'2"-3" lam/questionable hummocky 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; 1262' < 1" sh contact 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; 1263'5" has 1" sh contact 
1265 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
  sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; 1265'2"-1265'5" sharp sh contact, dk gray lam; 1265'5"-1266 black bioturb 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; thin, sharp sh contact, interbed ss & sh; some parallel lam 
 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive 
1270 sandstone, very fine grain to fine gr, massive; 1269'3" has 1" of shale contact; 1269'9"-1279 silty shale 
  med-dark gray shale; silty interbedded 
 med-dark gray shale; silty interbedded 
 medium gray shale 
 medium gray, highly deformed shale with interbedded fe-stained silt; silt clasts thoughout 
1275 medium gray, highly deformed shale with interbedded fe-stained silt; silt clasts thoughout 
  medium gray, highly deformed shale with interbedded fe-stained silt; silt clasts thoughout 
 medium gray, highly deformed shale with interbedded fe-stained silt; silt clasts thoughout 
 dark gray shale; 1277'4" silt rip-up clast 
 dark gray shale 
1280 medium gray shale; 1279'8"-1279'11" silty interval 
  medium gray shale; some fe-staining 
 medium gray shale with silty clasts throughout 
 medium gray shale with silty clasts throughout 
 medium gray shale with silty clasts throughout 
1285 medium gray shale with silty clasts throughout 
 ss, sed deform, hvly fe-stning; 1285'3" load surf w/ shrp high angle brk in a thin med gray sh interval; 1285'9" deform sh clst  
 sandstone, sediment deformation, heavily fe-staining;  
 
1
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 ss, sed deform, heavily fe-stning; complex fxing; 1287'4" brittle fx; 1287'7" flame structure; 1287'8"-10" dk red, fe-stnd lam 
 sandstone, sediment deformation, heavily fe-staining; 1288'8"-1288'9" dk red, fe-stain silt-shale contact; 1288'11" fx 
1290 sandstone, massive; 1289'8"-11" slightly deformed lam w/ brittle offset fxs 
 sandstone, massive 
 shaley siltstone, heavily churned; 1291'8"-1292'1" possible flow roll 
 shaley siltstone, heavily churned; 1292'2"-6" silty, lam to massive sandstone 
 medium gray shale interbedded w/ silt-sandstone; some fe-stain flow roll 
1295 medium gray silty-shale; 1294'6" slicken sides 
  medium gray silty-shale, heavily churned 
 sandstone, massive 
 sandstone, laminations to massive to med gray shale 
 sandstone, massive 
1300 sandstone, massive; 1299'6" questionable hummocky 
 sandstone, massive; 1300'-3" interbedded silt-shale, fe-stained 
 medium gray shale 
 sandstone, massive to laminations; 1302'10" possible hummocky or swale 
  
1305  
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UWI 161195060410000 
Core 6591 
EQT 
Pike County, KY 
 
3820 clay silt Description 
  
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ 
o o o o o 
o  gray, homogenous, churned, bioturbation 
     steeply inclined beds w/ pinstriped laminations 
 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ deformed bedding 
 
o o o o o o o o o o o o 
o bioturbations 
3825  missing section 3824-3825 
  
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ 
o o o o o 
o  gray, homogenous, churned; offsetting clasts; biotur 
  missing section 3826-3827 
 
\ \ \ \ \ \ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ o o o 
o steeply inclined, homogenous, churned, slt contact 3827.25, bioturbated; interbed sh @ bot 
   
 
broken pieces of sh; dk gray; interbedded minimal slt 
3830   dk gray; fissile; moderately fx'd 
      
 ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ churned; Fe-filled parallel fx 
 
| | | | | | | 
| | 
ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  
ᴖᴗ churned; vert lamination (mm size); brittle offset fx (possible large deformed bed/clast; Fe-stained 
 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ churned; fx @ 30 degree white/Fe-filled cutting across laminations; 2nd fx no fill 
3835     interlaminated w/ sh; churned; sh contact @ 3835; 
    interbedded sh-slt; mostly shale 
   interbedded sh-slt; mostly shale 
   interbedded sh-slt; mostly shale 
   interbedded sh-slt; mostly shale 
3840   interbedded sh-slt; mostly shale 
   missing section 3839.9-3841 
   
 
dk gray sh w/ small silty interlamination 
   dk gray sh w/ small silty interlamination 
   more shaley 
3845     homogenous; dk staining top 0.2" 
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      interlaminated slt w/ sh 
   
 
interlaminated sh w/ slt 
   mostly sh, deformed, churned, interlaminated w/ slt 
     
3850     
      
   broken pieces (sh falling apart so might have more clay) 
   broken pieces (sh falling apart so might have more clay) 
   broken pieces (sh falling apart so might have more clay) 
3855   broken pieces (sh falling apart so might have more clay) 
    churned; vertical irregular slicken sides 
   sh w/ pseudo breccia slt; highly fx white/black-filled 
   
ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  
ᴖᴗ slt w/ interlaminated sh; completely churned (?flowroll) 
     overturned bedding w/ high angle bedding below, slt w/ thin laminae 
3860     complex fxing, small, cement-filled 
  
 
missing section  3860.3-3881' 
 
 
 
3865 
  
 
 
 
3870 
 
 
 
 
3875 
 
 
 
 
3880 
  
     dk gray; few slightly inclined fx w/ light gray (silt)-fill; unstained bedding 
   
ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  
ᴖᴗ dk gray interbed thin mm-size silty lam, churned; bedding offset; high angle bed; some staining 
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ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  
ᴖᴗ dk gray interbed thin mm-size silty lam, churned; bedding offset; high angle bed; some staining 
3885   
ᴖᴗ  ᴖᴗ  
ᴖᴗ dk gray interbed thin mm-size silty lam, churned; bedding offset; high angle bed; some staining 
 
 
missing section 3885.37-3887 
 
     dk gr stain slt, structureless; homogenous; 1 blocky piece then broken pieces; completely stained 
     slt w/ dk gr/brownish staining w/ thin sh laminae, churned 
3890 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ slt, heavily churned; 50% stained 
  
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ interbedded sh-slt, churned 
     tan slt laminated; dk stained; wisps of inclined unstained bedding @ bottom 
     tan slt laminated; dk stained; wisps of inclined unstained bedding @ bottom; horz fx white-filled 
 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ slt w/ dk staining; churned; interbedded; possible 2cm-scale ripples near top 
3895  missing section 3894.2-3894.8 
 slicken-side slt; dk gr stained; structureless; moderate slicken-side; 
     slt; dk gr stained; structureless 
  missing section 3897-3897.9 
     slt; dendritic dk gr stained; finely laminated 
3900     slt; dk gr stain' structureless; finely laminated; low angle bedding; sharp contact slt; dendritic stain bottom 
     interlaminated dk gr sh & red/brown slt w/ mm-size ripples 
     slt; low-angle finely laminated; dk gr dendritic staining at contact w/ slt 
 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ slt; dk gr; churned 
 
ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ ᴖᴗ 
ᴖᴗ slt; dk gr; churned; light gr slt near bottom 
3905   slt; dendritic dk gr staining at contact w/ light sltst above 
     tan slt; finel;y laminated (50/50); dendritic staining; low angle bedding 
     unstained slt; red sh interval; back to 2" unstained slt 
     gradational slt w interlam dk gr ripple bedding @ 3907; finely laminated; slicken-side at bottom w/ red sh breaks 
     slt; 10% horz interlaminated; dk staining; undulatory bedding; sm soft sed deform; sh 
3910     1/2" mm-size re/re brown sharp contact sh lamination; then 80% stain; low angle lam to 100% stain; undulatory to horz lam 
     dk gr staining 
     slt; unstained; horz lam grading into anglular bedding 
     slt; 4 inclined dk stain in laminations dow to churned; 50/50 staining 
     slt; 50/50 staining 
3915     dk gr/red/red brown fissile sh at top; tan slt; dk stain @ bottom; finely lam; low angle to churned to low angle 
     interlaminated dk gr sh & red/brown slt w/ mm-size ripples; thick-thin lam (suggestive of tidal) 
    broken pieces, fissile sh; interlaminated sh-slt 
     slt interlaminated w/ dk gr to brown sh 
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   dk staining becoming light gray slt below 2nd plug 
3920    broken, brown sh pieces; 3" slt w/ white-filled fx 
      slt; dk gr stain; high angle contorted, churned 
 
 
missing section 3921-3924  
 
3925     slt block w/ plug, dk gray stain 
    broken pieces dk gr to brown sh 
     6" slt block; red-gr sh w/ slt laminae 
   
 
interlaminated sh; stained slt block w/ plug w/ vert & inclined (30 degree) white-filled fx 
   interlaminated sh-slt; red & gray sh w/ mm-size slt; a few ripple slt 
3930   broken pieces sh 
      red/brown slt w/ plug; ripples @ top, horiz lam @ bottom 
     slt, dk gray staining w/ ripple; 3931.6 horiz fx, white-filled; 3931.7-3932.2 broken pieces of horiz interlam sh-slt 
     slt, churned, mottled 
   
 
slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
3935   slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
    slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
   slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
   slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
   slty-sh, dk gray staining; very mottled ? Bioturb 
3940   
missing section 3939-3942     
   
   OH shale 3942 
    
3945    
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APPENDIX D 
Cross Sections 
Legend 
 
LH – lower Huron 
MH – middle Huron 
UH – upper Huron 
TLB – Three Lick Bed 
CL-C – Cleveland (zone C) 
CL-B – Cleveland (zone B) 
CL-A – Cleveland (zone A) 
BB – Bedford Berea interval 
SB – Sunbury Shale 
CHMG – Chemung Formation 
KRF – Kentucky River Fault 
KRF-NB – KRF (north branch) 
KRF-SB – KRF (south branch) 
IPCF – Irvine-Paint Creek Fault 
IPCF-NB – IPCF (north branch) 
IPCF-MB – IPCF (medial branch) 
IPCF-SB – IPCF (south branch) 
RRF – Rockcastle River Fault 
WF – Warfield Fault 
WA – Waverly Arch 
DS – D’Invilliers Structure 
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